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Abstract 

On November the 8th 2013, one of the worst typhoons recorded in history made landfall in the 
Philippines bringing entire regions down. 8 months after, the rainy season is back and many more 
typhoons are threatening to hit the country, which still has not recovered from Yolanda.  
 
Meanwhile, Life Project 4 Youth is celebrating its 5th year in South East Asia and has witnessed a 
lot more devastating typhoons or natural disasters. Each time one of them occurs, LP4Y considers 
that its lack of experience and knowledge in the area of emergency actions does not enable them to 
address the crisis. However, after Yolanda, backed by 5 years of experience and a model of action 
which has proven to be successful in many different countries and in many different situations, 
LP4Y is willing to study the question in depth.  
 
In the region hit by Yolanda, how was the crisis addressed? Are all the needs covered? More 
specifically, what is the situation of youths after the disaster? Do these youth have specific needs in 
emergency situation and are they taken care of? If not, could LP4Y model of action for the social 
and professional integration of the poorest and most excluded youth, meet those needs? How can 
the regular model be adapted in a context of emergency?  
 
This study will therefore try to identify the reasons that will justify or not LP4Y’s intervention in 
context of emergency based on the experience that typhoon Yolanda gave to the international and 
national community. If these reasons are sufficient in quantity as well as in quality, this study will 
identify the possibilities for LP4Y intervention.  
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Methodology 

From January 2014 to June 2014 I have been writing a thesis (Appendix 1) on the different 
factors of the crisis caused by typhoon Yolanda. This study helped me to understand in depth the 
different dynamics that influenced the way actors prepared and reacted to the crisis and the way 
relief and rehabilitation actions are being put into place. Thus, the report you are starting to read 
will be based on the previous report I have written. In order to fully understand the issues it is 
highly recommended to read both documents.  
 

The following report is issued from a field study conducted during three months in the 
Philippines; in the cities of Manila, Cebu, Tacloban and its surroundings from June to August 2013. 
It was decided to concentrate the research to urban areas as I was based in Tacloban. Most of the 
observation and information are therefore about region 8 which is the Eastern Visayas part of the 
Philippines. The time constraints also forced me to give you a picture 
at a given time; it was very frustrating not to know what the situation 
was exactly like a few months ago, and not to be able to include all 
the great actions that will be put into place in the following months. 
This report is based on observations, meetings with actors and 
beneficiaries of international and local aid, published and unpublished 
reports that were handed to me. Thus this report does not pretend to 
deliver the absolute truth but attempts to identify general trends and 
underline ideas and observations that were either pointed out to me, or 
that I made myself. The list of actions that have been put into place 
was established thanks to meetings and talks. It was close to 
impossible to constitute a precise list of the actions and explain them, 
and it was not the objective of this report.               Source: P.Delaporte. Notebook    

                                               where all interviews and  

                                               observations were noted.   

 
The initial objective of this report was to evaluate if there was a need amongst youth after the 

specific disaster that Yolanda was, as I had read nothing concerning this topic. On the field it was 
not long before I discovered that the situation of youth after Yolanda was critical. This age group 
represented a major gap in the relief operations after this disaster. The more I studied the needs 
addressed by these youth, the more Life Project 4 Youth appeared to be an interesting answer to 
them. The urgent necessity to act forced me to add a plan of action on how LP4Y could intervene 
when the next disaster hit. It is important to highlight that this report has identified the needs first 
and tried to answer them in the best possible way given its competencies.  
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Introduction 
 

On November the 8th 2013 before sunrise, typhoon Yolanda known internationally as 
Haiyan, hit the eastern islands of the Philippines. The violence of winds was such that entire 
regions were destroyed. People living near the sea were surprised by three waves; the last one, the 
taller, reaching the third levels of buildings. Tacloban, which is the capital of the region, is a small 
peninsula therefore surrounded by water, making its inhabitants and infrastructures particularly 
vulnerable. At 9 am, winds lost their strength as the typhoon moved westwards; the city of 
Tacloban and the surrounding areas were left devastated. More than 6,000 people lost their lives in 
only a few hours despite early warning systems and some evacuations. More than 2,000 people 
were still missing three months after the disaster. Samar, Leyte, Cebu and Panay were badly hit, 
affecting 14 million people, representing little less than 15% of the Filipino population.  
Facing the scale of the disaster, the government could only call for help, bringing slowly, after long 
hours of solitude for the victims, material and psychological relief. As always in case of important 
and mediatized crisis, an incredible number of organizations flew into the region trying to bring as 
much support as they could. Tacloban, having suffered from major damages and being the biggest 
city in the area, was the center of all attention, attracting most of the organizations.  
 
 
Today, more than 9 month after the disaster, Tacloban and the surrounding areas have, without 
doubt, received aid and reconstruction is on its way. However, has everyone been equally helped? 
Are there needs that have not been answered? Can the lessons learnt by this disaster be used to 
better address tomorrow’s disasters?  
 
  

Meanwhile, they are 1.8 billion young people in the world according to Youth for Change 
report 2013 “The global phenomenon of youth exclusion: the problem and its solutions”1 
(Appendix 2). This means that they represent more than a quarter of the total world population. 
While youth is commonly known as a period of learning and personal development which prepares 
a child to become an adult, approximately half of them live on less than $2 a day, with an 
increasing percentage in developing countries.  
The term Youth here follow the United Nations definition which is “a person between the age of 15 
to 24”2. It is considered to be the transition period were most people, in most countries, will stop 
going to school in order to enter the professional life and become independent. This period is 
considered fragile for every youth in the world; it is the time when one makes the choices between 
the wrongs and the rights, the period when one decides to fight for his future or loses hope. In other 
words, a youth who is not able for different reasons to find his place in society and gain the 
autonomy we mentioned earlier will lack self-esteem and greatly hinder its chances of becoming 

                                                 
1 Boullot et al., « The Global Phenomenon of Youth Exclusion: The Problem and Its Solutions. Youth 4 Change, 

Report 2013. » 
2 UNESCO, « About the Youth Programme ». 
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the strong driver for change and development that he could be. To put it in a nutshell a youth who 
is socially excluded has very little chance to be professionally integrated in its adulthood.  
Social exclusion is defined by Hilary Silver as:  “a multidimensional process of progressive social 
rupture, detaching groups and individuals from social relations and institutions and preventing 
them from full participation in the normal, normatively prescribed activities of the society in which 
they live”.3 A common cause of social exclusion is extreme poverty. Poverty can be viewed as a 
cause and a consequence of exclusion; because someone is poor he will be excluded, because he is 
excluded he will be poor. In the same way poor youth are often socially excluded, and socially 
excluded youth have great possibilities of being poor.  If nothing is done, this vicious circle can go 
on worsening the situation and pulling countries in development down.  
 

Typhoon Yolanda was the worst recorded typhoon in history. As meteorologists predict 
many more and stronger calamities, it became clear that the effect of these calamities on youth 
needed to be studied. Does natural disasters change or on the contrary, reinforce youth existing 
needs? In any case, are these needs answered and how? If they are not, how should they be? In 
order to try to answer these questions Life Project 4 Youth, with the support of the Fondation de 
France decided to study the actions that have been put into place to address the crisis, the situation 
of youth 9 months after the situation, and, if necessary the possible actions that could be put into 
place.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
3 Incluso, « Social Inclusion and Social Exclusion Explained ». 
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I. ACTIONS PUT INTO PLACE AFTER YOLANDA  

On November the 8th, 2014 around 9 o’clock in the morning, Tacloban city was left devastated 
while the typhoon continued to destroy everything on its path to the western island of the 
archipelago (see appendix 3). Hours seemed like weeks and weeks felt like months for the victims 
of the typhoons before they were 
reached by relief teams. Given the 
extraordinary force of the typhoon and 
the dramatic consequences it had on 
human lives and infrastructures, the local 
government realized right away that it 
would be unable to manage the crisis 
and called for international help. 9 
months after they are still many 
organizations on the field. What has 
been done in this lapse of time? What 
needs have been answered in priority? 
How have these actions helped the 
population?                                                  Source: Reuters, published by Becky Evans, November11th, 2013     

                                                                                   Cargo ships washed ashore.  

.  

1. Phase 1 – Emergency 

It is impossible, even after visiting Tacloban city, to imagine what its inhabitants have been 
through only 9 months ago. What 
happened in these few hours that changed 
their lives so dramatically? What were 
their experiences and how did they fell 
before, during and after the mega storm? 
Even after hearing day after day for 
months, testimonies from the survivors of 
Yolanda, it is impossible to imagine what 
they went through. How is it possible to 
imagine what it felt like to lose your 
family, your neighbours, your house, your 
job, and not even recognize the city you were born in?      Source: Erik de Castro, Reuters. Tacloban City 
 
Without understanding, how could relief teams be truly efficient? How did they assess the need and 
prioritize them, in such a short period of time? How did they find their way in a devastated region 
they had never been to? The multiplicity of actors and different beneficiaries makes difficult the 
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task to summarize in such a short text the actions that were put into place after the typhoon. 
However, we will try to identify the general needs identified and the largest actions that were put 
into place to answer them, all of this in order to understand the relief mechanism. 

1.1. Testimonies 

If you go to Tacloban in the coming months, you will meet different kind of personalities. You 
will learn new things each time because all of them will tell you a different story, in a different 
way, at a different moment of your exchange.  

You will hear one audacious boy calling you; “Hey Jo’, take a picture, I’m a Yolanda 
survivor”. If you take the time to stop next to him and ask him if now he is better, he will become 
shy all of a sudden and his incredible smile will fade. “It’s ok mam”. If you insist a little and ask if 
his family is all right, then all trace of happiness will leave his face, “no one left mam”. From him 
you will learn that the people of Tacloban are very resilient and are back on their feet, but that 
November the 8th, 2013 will be a deep wound in their hearts forever.  

 
You will meet the barangay captain number 52 in his devastated barangay hall, right next to the 

sea, which only has its pillars and first floor left. He will tell you that 10 people stayed in the 
barangay hall as it was strong, and because they had not been warned that it would be a tsunami as 
well as a typhoon. He will tell you that that day, they saw dead bodies amongst cars and other 
debris being carried by the waves and coming from the peninsula were the airport is, kilometers 
away across the sea. He might also tell you, if you ask him what it is to be the barangay captain of a 

sector which has been declared “no build zone” but 
which has not been relocated, that he allowed the 
inhabitants to install themselves electricity 9 
months after, so that the children could do their 
homework at night time.  
From him you will learn about the two biggest 
issues concerning Yolanda, the lack of effective 
warnings about the tsunami, and the no-build zone 
which is the reason why so many victims of 
Yolanda are still under temporary shelter, right in 
the middle of the rainy season.  
 

Source: P.Delaporte, 06/17/2014  

Meeting with the Baranguay Captain 

 

When looking for a place to stay in Tacloban, you might meet the American man who is 
married to Filipino a woman and who will tell you that they stayed on the roof of their houses for 
24 hours, waiting for the water to go down. He will tell you that the coconut farmers at the end of 
the street all died, because they could not stay on their trees with all that wind. He might even offer 
to show you the pictures of the dead bodies that were lying around the city weeks after the disaster.  
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From him you will learn that pain and horror from such a disaster must be shared in order to make 
it bearable.  
 

When visiting the Youth Friendly Space of Save the Children in Tolosa, you might walk 
among the rubble of what must have been a big and beautiful house. Sacha, one of Save the 
Children Youth Volunteers might show you into the nipa house that has been built in what was 
before one room of her house. She might also tell you that they did hear the evacuation 
recommendation the night before, but that they did not know where to go. She might try to explain 
you how long were the hours, stuffed with her entire family inside the bathroom, hearing the house 
collapsing all around them.  
From them you will learn that nature is so strong that no one is protected, that everyone rich or poor 
is vulnerable in times of natural disasters.   
 
 Finally, sitting on the beach on a beautiful Sunday afternoon, Mao might tell you that the 
typhoon itself was not the worst, as in Dulag they had no tsunami. She will tell you how frightened 
she was in the days following the disaster as being one hour away from Tacloban, relief took longer 
to come. Many people died under the blazing sun, out of dehydration while waiting for support.  

 
Source: P.Delaporte. Sharing time with Mao & Debbie in Dulag 

 

1.2. Needs and Cluster organization  

A “Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessment” (Appendix 4) was conducted in the 
Philippines in November 2013 by 40 agencies in order to identify priority needs and therefore to 
adapt the answer. It soon appeared that the impact of typhoon Yolanda was, at first, concentrated 
geographically on the path of the storm. The following needs were identified in order of priority:  

- Access to basic services.  
As most of the infrastructures were destroyed, vital services such as water, markets, electricity, fuel 
supply and mobile networks were unavailable for weeks after the disaster.  Moreover, the damaged 
infrastructures such as roads and bridges excluded even more areas from the incoming relief. 

- Shelter 
No one could have anticipated the force of typhoon Yolanda, as it was the strongest in history. 
Material destruction, in a region already below the national average in terms of wealth, was 
probably one of the most surprising elements due to its scale. In the affected regions, half of the 
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households were completely destroyed while nearly one third of them needed important repairs. 
Shelter is essential in a country were the strength of the sun, as well as the rains are especially 
important in this season. Before letting or helping the inhabitants rebuild on their existing plot of 
land. However before doing that debris and rubble needed to be cleared.  

- Health  
Right after the disaster, health problems were concentrated around immediate trauma care. Given 
that most health structures were destroyed and its human resources were also victims of the 
typhoon there were difficulties to answer the needs right away. They were also risks due to the lack 
of access to clean water in the overcrowded shelters. There was therefore an important need for 
monitoring communicable diseases such as dengue or cholera. Due to the particular horror of the 
disaster mental health and psychosocial support was considered as a primary concern. 

- Livelihood 
The main means of subsistence in the eastern and central Visayas were agriculture, fisheries and 
tourism. All of them were strongly damaged by the typhoon making it impossible to restart 
immediately after. For some, the need is simply to receive help in order to buy new seeds to the 
farmers and new boats for the fishermen. For others the situation is more complex. Many coconut 
trees for example were destroyed permanently. The farmer will need 7 years in order to replace the 
tree and obtain fruits from it. For them, a need for a professional transition is crucial, while being 
very difficult to put into place.  

- Food security 
The above mentioned need have impacts on the ability of the population to eat every day. The loss 
of livelihood, the destruction of food stocks, plantations and market place made the task of finding 
balanced food in the affected regions and their surrounding almost impossible for several months 
after the disaster. In the very short term, one of the principal needs was therefore to provide food 
for the victims of the typhoon.  

- Communication  
The need to communicate is often forgotten in times of crisis while it is vital! The destruction of 
infrastructures and the absence of electricity made communication very difficult. Some families had 
to wait for weeks before knowing if their family members survived or not. Moreover, humanitarian 
organization stayed isolated for several weeks without being able to coordinate with other 
organizations.  

- Education  
In the regions affected by the typhoon, 90 % of the school buildings were damaged. School is a 
mean of stability for the pupil and their families. How can parents work if their children do not go 
to school? Most of the time, schools are also important vectors of lifesaving services such hygiene 
promotion, injury prevention, and sometimes meals. Last but not least school is a means of 
socialization which is important for psychosocial issues. For that matter reports on negative 
behavioural changes among children, and increasing risk of child trafficking have been linked, 
shortly after the disaster to the lack of education possibilities.  

- Displacement management  
Specific needs linked to the large number of internally displaced population also have to be meet. 
These needs are greater because the population have no points of reference on which to rely. In 
order to enable a full recovery the main need is that they do not remain displaced and that their 
return to their home place is facilitated. However, because of the scale of the damages caused by 
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typhoon Yolanda, the national government has decided to set a No Build Zone, 40 meters from the 
shore line, which forced the permanent displacement of a large portion of the population with no 
solution in exchange.  

- Protection 
The exceptional circumstances, the material destruction and the lack of electricity and therefore 
light, increased the risks for the most vulnerable. Child, elderlies and women were identified as 
being especially vulnerable. The need for psychosocial support, training, organization adjustment 
of evacuation centers and installation of lights were identified as priorities.  

 
Source: Steeve White, 08/11/13. A survivor holds a sign. 

 
  

In answer to these needs, which are more or less similar for each disaster, a cluster organization 
is prepared ahead and organized to answer to emergencies. Clusters are originally groups of UN 
and non-UN humanitarian organizations that are specialists in areas such as water and sanitation, 
health, shelter, logistics or food security and agriculture in emergency response contexts. They are 
coordinated by the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and activated 
only when the country in need asks them to be activated. In the case of Yolanda, the national 
government also put into place its own cluster organization. They are three main clusters led by one 
specialized agency;  

- The education cluster led by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF – formerly 
United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund)  

- The camp coordination / camp management cluster led by the International Organization 
for Migration (IOM)  

- The early recovery and livelihood cluster led by the International Labour Organization 
(ILO)  

- The emergency shelter cluster led by its own organization.  
- The emergency telecommunications cluster also led by its own organization known under 

ETC. 
- The food security and food agriculture cluster led by the World Food Program (WFO) 

and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
- The health cluster led by the World Health *Organization (WHO)  
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- The logistics cluster led by led by its own organization.  
- The nutrition cluster led by the UNICEF 
- The protection cluster led by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR) who coordinated three main sub clusters; child protection, gender-based 
violence, housing, land and property.  

- The water, sanitation and hygiene cluster led by the UNICEF. 
 

 
 
This organization worked well and enabled close coordination with the national government 
clusters, as well as coordination between the military and the humanitarian sector during the first 
phase of relief operations. Humanitarian coordination is essential in order to ensure a consistent and 
efficient response when the context of emergency makes everything more complicated and shortens 
the time available to act. While this international coordination is improving from disaster to 
disaster, and while the national government is said to have well-coordinated the relief operations it 
is also said that there was in Yolanda’s relief operations a lack of communication between the 
national government and the local government units. Therefore some barangays claim to have been 
forgotten during relief operations.  
 

1.3. Difficulties met by the relief teams  

Some particularities need to be considered when trying to understand the relief operations that 
were put into place after Yolanda. These factors need to be understood because they explain why 
the same typhoon would have had a different impact on the situation of countries if it had happened 
in a different country.  
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The particular geography of the Philippines and more specifically of the islands affected by the 
typhoon worsens the material destruction and made the logistics of relief operations all the more 
complex. The access to mountains or secluded villages was almost impossible for the first few 
months because of the debris piling up on the road as well as the damages of the road.  
As we said previously, the material damages due to the strength of the storm but also the proximity 
of the sea to strategic urban areas for example made relief operations for getting goods and people 
on site all the more difficult. The airport of Tacloban for example, positioned right next to the sea 
was close from being completely destroyed. 9 months after it is still in a very bad state, while being 
repaired, letting us imagine the scale of the damages. Without this airport, most of the goods and 
staff needed to land in Cebu to take a ferry for Ormoc, and then take a bus across Leyte for at least 
4 hours.  
The scale of the disaster, and the number of victims in concentrated areas like Tacloban were such 
that psychosocial disorders appeared soon after the disaster and needed to be dealt with specifically. 
However, how can these needs be fulfilled if other basic needs such as water, food or shelter are not 
met?  
 Other factors than the climate, need to be studied in order to understand the crisis that 
followed Yolanda. It is also important to understand that the Philippines history has been deeply 
impacted by unstable political and economic situation which have set weak basis and a complex 
Filipino cultural identity for a country which is today in full demographic and economic 
development. These factors are explained and developed in the following thesis: “The 
multifactorial explanation of the crisis caused by typhoon Yolanda” (Appendix 1). 
 
 

 
Source: Action Against Hunger. Some isolated areas could only be reached through helicopters. 
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2. Phase 2 – Rehabilitation Phase 

While relief operations are said to have been, given the circumstances, well managed in 
general, the rehabilitation phase is more criticized and is far from being finished in many areas. The 
transition from relief operations to rehabilitation is the most difficult part. Its difficulty is explained 
by the need to be consistent while being carried out under very different logics. 9 months after, 
some organizations are still under a logic of emergency and are counterproductive with the 
beginning of the rehabilitation phase. The example of the tents where the corpses were identified 
and which are still up, with two forgotten corpses and used body bags, is a good way of explaining 
how the transition was badly done. How to expect from a population to move on if such symbols of 
their sufferings are not well taken care of? How could the relief team leave without taking these 
tents?  
 

2.1. At the national level 

 
Reconstruction at a national level is coordinated by the Office 

of the Presidential Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery 
(OPARR) which is the coordination office that ensures that 
reconstruction plans are complete and logical at the national level 
and therefore part of the national cluster logic.  

 
The office created the Comprehensive Rehabilitation and Recovery 
Plan (CRRP), a comprehensive master plan for the recovery and 
rehabilitation of Yolanda affected areas. It is composed of: 

- The Reconstruction Assistance on Yolanda - RAY 1 : which 
has identified the damages caused by the typhoon (the lost economic opportunities for 
example ). RAY 1 was a basis for fundraising for all sectors. It was developed by the 
National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) in December 2013.  

- Post Disaster Need Assessment – PDNA: issued by the National Disaster Risk Reduction 
Management Council (NDRRMC). It is composed of “multi-hazards maps” which would 
simplify the “no build-zone issue” which will be detailed in the remaining part of the report. 
The idea is to determine the degree of vulnerability to disaster of each location and classify 
them as “safe zone”, “unsafe zones” or “controlled zones”. The PDNA has not yet been 
signed by the president (it is stuck in his office), slowing down the whole process.  

 

Conrad Navidad, the emergency preparedness and response coordinator for the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM) in the Philippines underlined that “Our shelter interventions 
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depend on these multi-hazards maps and the decision of the local government on where to build. If 
you look at their situation now, it is as if [the displaced] have not yet received humanitarian aid”.4 
Unfortunately OPARR has very little power, and very little budget, which partly explains that the 
rehabilitation process is taking longer than expected. The National Housing Authority (NHA) has 
committed to build 200,000 houses, and only 7,000 have been built yet. This is explained by the 
fact that they are waiting the approval of the Ministry of budget which is waiting for the PDNA.  

2.1. At the humanitarian level  

It is difficult to determine when the rehabilitation phase really started. Ideally it started only 
a few months after the disaster, however reality is different. Because of the overall context and the 
way emergency was managed, organizations cannot say 9 months after the typhoon that they are 
completely in the rehabilitation phase. Another way of putting this is raising the question; “what 
really is the rehabilitation phase?” Rehabilitation is defined by the business dictionary5 as the 
“restoration of an entity to its normal or near-normal functional capabilities after the occurrence 
of a disabling event”. However is it really possible to restore Tacloban to its normal state? Or is it 
really what the people need? The different interpretations of this word influenced the different 
types of actions undertaken during the rehabilitation phase. A very large number of organizations 
met and seen on the field worked into restoring habitats. This is indeed one of the most important 
needs justified by the massive destruction that Yolanda caused.  
The United Nation Refugee Agency (UNHCR) provided a lot of tents to the victims of Yolanda, 
most of which are still up today, constituting tent villages. It is said that many tent cities have 
already been relocated. Other organization such as the Philippines Red Cross and the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) built a large number of emergency shelters. These houses are 
usually 15 square meters, built on stilts and out of nipa. Other organizations such are Kaloob, 
Enfant Du Mékong (EDM) or the France-Philippines United Actions (FPUA) are rebuilding entire 
villages. The strategy for rebuilding is different from an organization to another. Kaloob hired a 
foreign architect who designed three types of houses that were assigned to the families depending 
on the number of people who lived in. EDM hired a local architect and tried to lower the cost in 
order to be able to help as many people as possible. Their idea was to help the families build back 
something similar to what they had before. Now they are trying to improve what has been built. On 
the other side FPUA decided to concentrate their efforts in improving the living standard of one 
village.  
 

                                                 
4 IRIN, « “No-Build Zones” Confusion Delays Resettlement of Haiyan Survivors ». 
5 http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/rehabilitation.html 
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The challenge in building shelter is often the land rights. Building in lasting materials is a good idea 
considering the regular occurrence of natural disasters in the region however it is not always the 
option chosen because of the risk of relocation due to the “no build zone” phenomenon. For that 
matter, religious congregations often provide the best solutions as, thanks to their relations, they are 
often given land and are therefore able to rebuild 
sustainable houses. It is the case of the Franciscan 
Sisters of Tolosa. During the rehabilitation phase, 
less feeding programs are undertaken as the 
population is encouraged to provide themselves 
with food. However some organizations still 
conduct feeding programs, especially in schools in 
order to overcome the growing malnutrition 
problems linked to poverty and rise of prices 
especially concerning fruits and vegetables. This 
might be explained by the fact that 
plantations          have been destroyed 
by the typhoon and only a few 
farmers were able to grow vegetables 
in the last few months. The sisters of 
Tanauan testified that the health of 
the children benefiting from their 
daily feeding program in Tanauan 
School has greatly improved since the 
start of their program. The school of 
Tanauan has been completely 
destroyed and the 300 students are 
still having class under UNICEF tents 
9 months after the disaster 

      Source: P.Delaporte, July 2014. Sister of Tanauan cooking and below  

        the Fransiscan sisters of Tolosa 
 
Cash for work can be seen as the “star programme” in Yolanda/Haiyan rehabilitation operations. 
Cash for work consists in a 15 days contract, where the worker is paid 300 pesos a day and receives 
his cash at the end of the contract. Cash for work is most of the time done to clean debris and 
rebuild, it is very popular as the amount is superior to the minimum wage. It was considered as the 
best way to give money to the population in order to allow them to support themselves while 
encouraging positive behaviours for the community. At the beginning it consisted mostly of debris 
cleaning and house building. The Catholic Relief Services (CRS), Triangle Génération 
Humanitaire and PhilDHRRA are amongst the many organizations supporting cash for works 
programs. Many cash for work are ongoing, nearly 10 months after the typhoon and are used to 
repair roads and drainage systems for example, this time employed by Local Government Units 
(LGUs).  
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Manny programs have also been focusing on livelihood programs, in order to help the victims of 
the typhoon regain their revenue generating activities. In Tacloban it consisted of donations or 
loans for people to reopen their small shops. The International Labour Organization (ILO) also 
supported the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) in creating over 20,000 jobs under 
the emergency employment programme. Many organizations such as the Integrated Rural 
Development Foundation (IRDF) have been focusing on helping farmers and fishers regain their 
livelihood by financing boats or seedlings.  
 
As always psychosocial support has been, according to some opinions, given less importance in the 
general relief operations in the favour of material relief. In the rehabilitation phase it has been more 
developed by several organizations such as UNICEF, Save the Children or Plan who have 
established places where different types of people could meet such as the child friendly spaces or 
the mother and baby friendly spaces. Moreover other organizations such as Pakisama (the national 
confederation of small farmers and fishers) or IRDF have taken special care in defending the rights 
of the weaker. Pakisama for example, which is a people based organization, has been focusing on 
defending the interests of communities that have been marginalized by the LGU and who therefore 
have not received aid. IRDF has also signed a memorandum of understanding with the government 
in order to advocate for the people who needed to be relocated.  
 

 
Source: P.Delaporte. July 2014. Mother and baby friendly space.  

 
Another important family of action that we identified was training the victims of the typhoon and 
spreading information through different means such as community sessions in the barangays, 
creating posters, or organizing events. The World Health Organization (WHO) has for example 
been giving posters about dengue or organizing the “World Suicide Prevention Day”. The 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) has also created and put up posters about human 
trafficking.  
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3. General issues 

Meeting these organizations made possible the identification of few issues that explain the 
general context and which need to be understood in order to assess fairly the actions that have been 
put into place. No build zones are one good explanation of the time that general rehabilitation 
operations are taking. The destruction of livelihoods and the difficulty for the victims of the 
typhoon to recover financially and in a sustainable way express a real need for new solutions. Last 
but not least the issues related to human trafficking are to be considered by all actors of Yolanda 
rehabilitation actions in order to better fight against it.  

3.1 No build zones 

In the Philippines property rights are a very big issue as very few inhabitants own the land 
they are living on. Even before typhoon Yolanda more than a third of the total population of 
Eastern Visayas were among the landless in the region while at the same time four out of ten are 
poor.6 

What we came to realise thanks to the issues of Yolanda victim rehabilitation is that there is no 
land available as most of them are owned by a small number of very powerful and wealthy 
families. In times of disaster, the most affected households are often the ones near the sea which are 
the poorer and without land property. If some of them have property rights they are great chances 
that the documents to prove it were lost during the disaster.  

The typhoon was so powerful and caused so much damage that the government had to do 
something to protect its inhabitants. It was therefore decided to establish a “no build zone” 40 
meters from the shoreline and twenty meters from the rivers. In this zone, no one had the right to 
build. However because the people 
living in this zone before the typhoon 
had no property rights, and because 
the government had no land to offer to 
everyone, the people had no relocation 
proposals. 9 months after the typhoon 
real squat areas occupy the no build 
zone. The situation of their inhabitants 
was made even more precarious by 
the typhoon and the no build zone 
because the inhabitants are not 
allowed to build in hard materials, to 
have electricity installed and are 
always threaten by evacuation.  

                                                                          Source: P.Delaporte, June 2014. Voluntarily damaged No-Build Zone sign 

 

                                                 
6 Jale, « Land rights issues seen to derail rehab efforts in Yolanda areas ». 
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One precise example is the barangay number 52 which is a fisherman’s barangay and who is 
proposed to be relocated 20 km from the shoreline just beside a dumpsite. The consequences of this 
relocation would be terrible because the fishermen who know nothing else will be unable to regain 
a good economic activity, the children will be unable to go to school and they are great chances that 
they will work on the dumpsite, and sanitary conditions are very preoccupying as the water is 
contaminated by the waste.  
 
In conclusion as Morgan said; “recovery and rehabilitation is not just about building better, it is 
about reducing poverty by increasing resiliency and equality. It the Philippines continues to ignore 
the country’s land issues, the poor will only become poorer every time a natural disaster hits the 
country”7  
 
 

3.2 Livelihood  

The term livelihood is largely used through the relief actors’ community and in the 
Philippines to speak about the means of survival of the population. In short it is an income 
generating activity.  
 
According to the environmental situational overview published by OCHA in January 20148; 5,9 
million people lost their 
livelihood as their income 
sources were destroyed, lost or 
disrupted due to the typhoon. 
Fishermen saw their boats being 
crushed to pieces in the strong 
storm, coconut trees were 
destroyed by thousands and will 
need at least 7 years to be 
replaced and produce coconuts 
again, sari-sari stores were 
destroyed and their stocks lost, 
stores closed and are only 
reopening nine months after.                                                                      
                                                          Source: P.Delaporte, July 2014. Damaged coconuts in Tolosa. 
Moreover, as previously said, if a person does not own the land, its right to occupy it might be 
questioned after an important disaster such as Haiyan. For farmers and fishermen this might result 
in an important loss of livelihood and the impossibility of going back to it. 9  
                                                 
7 Ibid. 
8 OCHA, « Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) Philippines, Environmental Situational Overview ». 
9 Jale, « Land rights issues seen to derail rehab efforts in Yolanda areas ». 
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The absence of livelihood resulted in two phenomena; migration and cash for work. Because people 
knew they would have no livelihood solutions for the next few months many migrated to cities such 
as Cebu or the capital, Manila. Even though the most skilled and trained victims of the typhoon 
found jobs in the cities, most of the others were parked in tent cities. After four or five months the 
government greatly encouraged the migrants to go back to their hometown, which most of them 
did. The risk with the migration of vulnerable population is human trafficking, or falling into a 
worst cycle of poverty.  
In order to avoid this, the humanitarian community tried to find ways to replace means of 
livelihood. This way the cash for works programs were put into place in the affected regions by 
many different organizations. The problem with cash for work is that it keeps the inhabitants into a 
short term mentality. As a matter of fact, after the typhoon and for several months, people were 
paid through cash for work to rebuild their own houses, their own boats, or clean around their 
houses. Daily opportunities to receive more money were common and thinking on a day to day 
basis was therefore more profitable. However now that these opportunities are starting to be less 
and less common the victims of Tacloban are having a hard time.  
 
 

3.3 Human trafficking   

According to UNICEF10 between 60 and 100 thousand children are trafficked for sexual 
exploitation in the Philippines. Human Trafficking is a common phenomenon in the Philippines 
which has considerably increased after disasters like Haiyan.  
As a matter of fact, survivors of typhoons find themselves in a very vulnerable position. They will 
crave food, shelter, and someone to care for them. Women and children are particularly desperate, 
especially when alone. Desperation makes it easier for traffickers to manipulate their victims, they 
will push them into crimes or actions they would not ordinarily want to do through false promise to 
fulfil their needs for survival. In addition, they are many issues concerning safety in the emergency 
shelters. These issues are very important in number and in their nature right after the disaster but 
thanks to early warnings from the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) of the 
Philippines government and, thanks to the “Anti-trafficking in Persons Act” enacted in 2003, have 
been taken care of. Safety is therefore a big issue at the beginning of the emergency phase, right 
after the disaster, because of the reasons given above but also for material and infrastructural 
reasons. Lights at night, the position of the comfort rooms and the separation for men and women 
are critical components of these safety issues in emergency shelters.  
 
Having one’s family members around, or at least returning to one’s household after the disaster is 
not necessarily a guaranty of safety. It is said that a large number of parents send, or sell one of 
their children in exchange for money, or in the most desperate case, for food. It is also known that 

                                                 
10 Vatican, « Profiteering Traffickers and Pedophiles on the Orphaned Children of Typhoon Haiyan ». 
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sexual abuse may occur in the households themselves. After disaster, depressiveness, loss of hope 
for the future, extreme poverty may push families to sacrifice one of their children.  
 
Moreover, due to typhoon Yolanda 4 million11 people were displaced. A large proportion of the 
displaced population went to the two largest cities in the Philippines: Cebu and Manila. Some 
might have gone to the city voluntarily while others have been encouraged by traffickers to accept a 
“job” there. Desperation and hope for a better future push the most vulnerable to trust anyone and 
accept any offers without considering the risks associated with it. In any case there is very little 
chance for vulnerable, psychologically weak and financially poor victims of a natural disaster to 
successfully integrate a proper professional position in the megalopolis. The most common 
alternative and way to survive is falling into crime, prostitution, or accepting to work in inhuman 
conditions. 
 

 
Source: Ley, december 2013. Tent City in Cebu  

 
 

  

                                                 
11 Nabbey, « Typhoon Haiyan Increases Human Trafficking Activity in the Philippines ». 
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II. SITUATION OF THE YOUTH 

While in 2010 the urban population in the world went past 50 percent12, meaning that more 
people lived in cities than in the rural areas, a report from UNICEF13 emphasizes the demographic 
“youth bulge”, with more and younger people migrating to cities in the Philippines in the last few 
years. At the same time, in 2011 young people (18 -24 years old) made up nearly half the 
unemployed population.  The causes and consequences of youth professional exclusion have been 
studied in details by the Youth 4 Change collective. What are the effects of disasters like Haiyan on 
the situation of Youth? Does this context give them the opportunity to stand up and take their role 
in society? Knowing the large numbers of organizations intervening in context of emergencies, are 
they given more attention which helps them in a positive way? Or on the contrary, does disaster 
worsen the already precarious situation of youth and bring them deeper in the circle of poverty and 
exclusion?  
 

1. Actions put into place for the youth 

Before the typhoon, in cities such as Tacloban or Ormoc, youth groups existed under the 
National Youth Commission. These groups:  I love Tacloban, Pagasa Youth organization, Youth 
for Human and Ecological Security, and programs from the city population office conducted 
actions concerning reproductive health education and life skill training courses as well as 
recreational and fun activities such as sports and music. Sadly, because these groups and their 
leaders have been victims of the typhoon, their activities stopped after the terrible event and are 
only starting to start again, 8 months later.  
 

1.1. Actions put into place for youth after Yolanda 

The term “children” for most of the international organizations include youth until the age of 
18. Thus, while these NGO’s are supposed to act for children in general, including youth under the 
age of 18, they cannot deal with them as they deal with children under the age of 11. Special 
programs would need to be put into place for the latter however organizations generally do not feel 
equipped to deal with these age groups. In consequence it appears that 8 months after the typhoon 
no organizations are specialized in youth and very little actions have been put into place.  
 
 
In region 8, the most answered need is regarding sexual health;  

                                                 
12 Boullot et al., « The Global Phenomenon of Youth Exclusion: The Problem and Its Solutions. Youth 4 Change, 

Report 2013. » 
13 Chaffer, « Situation of Adolescents Post Typhoon Yolanda: What Do We Know and Where de We Need to Go ». 
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- Save the Children may be considered as a specialist in this field with its ADSRHE – the 
Adolescent Social Reproductive Health in Emergency. They started peer-to-peer education 
in January 2014, today the program is operational in 10 areas: 2 cities and 8 municipalities. 
They are partly funded by the United Population Fund (UNFPA), and conduct three 
different types of mission; the medical mission for pregnant women, the rehabilitation of 
birthing facilities with medical equipment and supplies in addition to the Youth Friendly 
Spaces. They are 9 youth friendly spaces in different towns of Leyte, which are materialized 
by tents where youth volunteers welcome other youth in order to counsel them or conduct 
trainings. YFS are also places where youth can gather and play sports or music. The 
volunteers running the YFS also do community session where they go to barangays or 
schools to give lectures regarding ASRH. This way Save the Children reached 17,000 
youth. 

 
Source: P.Delaporte. August 2014.  

1.Val Estevez with the Youth volunteers from Tolosa. 
2.The Youth Friendly Space of Tolosa. 

3&4. Community session conducted by the youth volunteers from Save the Children. 
 

- UNFPA also contributed to creating an online platform (www.u4u.ph) that allows teen 
users aged 10-19 to learn about self-identity, friendship, and health advocacy to delay 
sexual debut and prevent sexually transmitted infections.  

- Eastern Samar Provincial Health Office, funded by UNICEF, the Provincial and City 
Population Comity (Popcom) also does ASRH trainings.  

 
Other youth health issues are addressed:  

- The World Health Organization (WHO) and the Family Planning Organization of the 
Philippines (FPO) provide educational materials to youth in order to inform them about 
different issues regarding health. These issues are linked to drug use, smoking, mental 

http://www.u4u.ph/
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illnesses, but also dengue or other general problems. These posters and leaflets are given to 
other NGO’s as support or are given to schools.  

- In response to the growing issue of mental illnesses and suicide which is especially 
important amongst youth, WHO is organizing the “World Suicide Prevention Day on the 
10th of September 2014.  

 
Activities based on life skills are also given to youth, most of the time in Child Friendly Spaces 
who have adapted their activities;  

- City social welfare and Development Office (CSWD) & UNICEF 
- World Vision 
- Plan International & Food for the hungry  

 
Finally, rumours say that in the emergency phase two organizations have helped youth in the field 
sports:  

- Handicap International seems to have made particular efforts to rebuild basketball fields 
and install basketball nets. Basketball is very popular amongst youth all around the 
Philippines and Tacloban is no exception. The basketball field are seen as essential places 
for the youth community, and playing sports is healthy for the body as well as the mind.  

- Athlete in Actions also have been helpful for youth in terms of psychosocial support 
according to a few organizations in Tacloban, however they were apparently lacking funds 
which was hindering their actions.  

 
In general these programs have been put into place a lot of time after the typhoon, are 
underdeveloped, in a small number, and at a small frequency which is decreasing considerably the 
impact they could have. This might be explained by the fact that in emergencies, the main objective 
is to “save” as many people as possible. Youth, however, need personalized follow-up in order for 
actions to be efficient.  
 
Today, 9 months after the typhoon, organizations have identified the gap that exists and the need to 
take youth into charge.  
 

1.2. Planned actions for the youth:  

An adolescent technical working group (TWG) has been put into place after the following 
observation: while the age factor places the youth under the Child Protection Working Group 
(CPWG) the concerns and interventions concerning youth are cross-cutting and are linked to 
livelihoods, education, protection, health and living conditions including shelter. The adolescent 
TWG decided, advised by the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), to “focus” 
on actions for the 11 to 24 years old. The adolescent TWG has three goals; to create a resource 
library of multi-sector tools and resources for adolescent issues, to serve as a technical support for 
youth organizations and adolescent focused programmes, and to act as a planning committee for the 
Youth Center in Tacloban City.  
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The Youth Center that is being planned has been 
initiated by Communitere14 and UNICEF and aims 
to be a community center that could be used by all 
youth organizations and where NGO’s could 
provide their services. The CSWD is closely 
involved into this project because they will be the 
one managing it in the end, as NGO’s are only in 
Tacloban temporarily.                                                     
 
 

Source: P.Delaporte. Adolescent TWG on September  

                                                                                                               3rd in Tacloban 

 
A “Youth Jam” is also being organized and will take place on the 17th of September. The idea is to 
show youth that they have alternatives to drugs, or to having sexual intercourse at a very young age. 
For that, they will gather youth to present them the youth organization and propose them to register 
and they will do a big dance and music party. It will be the occasion for different NGO’s to 
communicate and give information session. There will also be a freedom wall where the youth can 
express their needs.   
 

Youth are starting to appear as an important age group to focus on and activities are being put 
into place for them in Tacloban. However, we should not forget that more than 9 months have 
elapsed since the terrible disaster hit the city, and during which youth have been more or less 
neglected. This feeling of exclusion and this lack of activities have caused a lot of damage which 
will take a lot of time to be overcome. Youth victim of exclusions have tried to exist by all means. 
In the same train of thought, CSWD said they were concern by the growing number of street youth 
in Tacloban which are for a great part of them, drug users. Moreover, the Young Adult Fertility and 
Sexuality Study (FARS) indicated that in the region the number of cases of HIV has increased. 
These problems are partly the result of the exclusion youth suffered from in general right after the 
disaster. Integrating youth to programs but also to the relief operations may have prevented these 
issues to appear.   
 
 

  

                                                 
14 http://www.philippines-communitere.org/ 
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2. Needs of the youth  

Youth represents a major challenge. Peace, progress and wealth are often hampered when youth 
are not well taken care of. If they fell excluded from society they will do everything to fight against 
it.  
In an emergency context, the needs of youth all seem to be intensified due to education 
interruptions, loss of key family members, and fewer job opportunities.  
 

2.1. Work  

In general it is known that the region of the Eastern Visayas already has more early school 
departure data than the national average. There is apparently no data showing that this tendency has 
increased after Yolanda, however there is a real feeling among the groups that were surveyed that 
many youth drop school after Yolanda due to their family incapacity to pay for tuition fees. This 
tendency seems to be higher with boys as they are more encouraged to work to help in the family’s 
income. Furthermore, many youth were left with nothing to do for a long time after the typhoon as 
all the schools were closed in the first few months after the disaster. After that, school started to 
reopen very slowly, leaving many youth out of school. Vocational programs which are put into 
place by the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) are seen as a good 
solution to make the link between unfinished diplomas and the necessity to enter professional life. 
This link is especially difficult to make for the ones with no college diploma as it is mandatory for 
nearly all jobs including being a waitress. However in June 2014, TESDA programs in the region 
had reached full capacity and were running late on starting the programs.   
 
According to a report from UNICEF15, the global trend in times of economic crisis shows that 
young people are the first to lose their jobs and the last to regain employment when a calamity 
ends. The reason given for that is the importance given to experience when looking for a job. 
Therefore in the whole world, job insecurity and job vulnerability for youth is a clear trend that has 
been verified in the Philippines.  
The term “livelihood” in the emergency sector is widely used. LP4Y disapprove of this term and 
believe each and every human has the right to have a “job”. A job is something that enables you to 
survive, but it is also a contribution to society, something that makes you proud of yourself, 
something in which you can evolve throughout your career. On the contrary; livelihood refers to the 
idea of “means of survival” with nothing else. We believe that poor or developing countries will 
truly rise only if we allow and encourage its people to have jobs, as it is the key for integration and 
therefore a strong nation.   
After a natural disaster, it is common that people lose their work and working materials. 
Concerning Yolanda, and according to the early recovery and livelihood cluster; 5.9 million 
workers (60% men and 40% women) lost their source of income and livelihood after Yolanda. 

                                                 
15 Ibid. 
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Based on this information we can easily guess that the proportion of young adults who lost their 
jobs must be exceptionally high, and this assumption is confirmed by the different organizations.  
 

2.2. Health  

No specific data exists that could be compared from before and after Yolanda, however it is 
believed that pregnancies have increased in the affected areas due to poverty, to the fear of future 
calamities, to increased sexual intercourse due to lack of activities, or electricity, and finally 
because of the increase in alcohol consumption after the typhoon.  
Many programs seem to be focusing on sexuality issues for girls, however, a few concentrate on 
young boys. In joint child protection meetings and gender based violence meetings the training of 
policemen about sexuality and protection has also been discussed.  
The report from UNICEF16 underlines the need for accurate information regarding sexual health, 
sexual relationships and pregnancy. A survey conducted on adolescents after the typhoon revealed 
a perception amongst girls that contraception is for adults who are married and not acceptable for 
young people. Moreover, girls showed misconceptions concerning how to prevent pregnancies and 
felt that more discussion with their parents could minimize unwanted pregnancies. It is easy to 
imagine that with the typhoon, adolescents and youth received less attention from their parents if 
they were still alive. The little attention they received is also explained by the number of adults and 
parents suffering from psychosocial disorders, or who were too involved in finding some livelihood 
back.  
 
It is very difficult to find data or information on victims of the typhoon suffering from mental 
illnesses. Surprisingly, given the horror lived by the inhabitants of Tacloban, we do not see many 
insane looking persons. According to JB Eudela, a Filippino film maker from Manila, in the 
Filipino culture you tend to hide the disabled member of your family because it is a shame, 
especially if it’s mental disorders. Different organizations also raised the issues concerning drug 
and alcohol, which are causes of mental illnesses.  

 

2.3. Violence and exploitation  

The “Child Protection and Education Cluster Joint Needs Assessment of Typhoon Haiyan ( 
Yolanda) Affected Municipalities in the Philippines”17 is a study exploring the themes of danger, 
injuries and physical violence with children, including adolescents (all under 18). In this study it is 
noted that 30% of the sampled Barangays (districts) reported that there was a strong perception of 
children engaged in acts of violence in the community following Yolanda. This act can be referred 

                                                 
16 Ibid. 
17 GPC et GEC, « Child Protection and Education Cluster Joint Needs Assessment of Typphoon Haiyan (Yolanda) - 

Affected Municipalities in the Philippines ». 
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as being part of a gang, looting and pillaging immediately after the disaster. As we have said 
before, the issue of youth is so crucial because at these very important ages they are capable of the 
best but also the worst if they are not well taken care of!  
 
While youth are capable of great violence, they are also subject to great violence. This violence is 
linked to the lack of shelter for protection, and to loneliness. Close to no data exists post Yolanda 
on violence on adolescents. The factors which seem to affect and increase the vulnerability among 
youth are:  

- Being orphans  
- Youth who have migrated to urban areas for education or work 
- Youth with disabilities  
- Youth working or living on the streets  
- Youth living in institutions or under detention 
- Youth living in communities where inequality, unemployment and poverty are highly 

concentrated.  
- Youth coming from rural areas into the cities (dark skin …) 
- Young and single mothers  

 
 

At this point in the report we can say that while the needs of youth are greater in emergency 
times, while the threats for them are higher, close to no specific actions have been put in place 
directly after typhoon Yolanda for this age group, and very little actions have been put into place in 
the rehabilitation phase.  There are no particular testimonies highlighting the positive action of 
youth during the relief operations, however it is said that the number of criminal activities 
conducted by youth, in gangs for example, have risen. NGO’s are also more and more concerned by 
issues related to drugs and early pregnancies amongst youth. A problem tree summarizes the causes 
and consequences of youth exclusion after disasters.  
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3. Opportunities to act for the youth and with the 
youth in emergencies  

Three observations may now strike us:  
1- Emergencies have multiplied in the last decade. South East Asia is, as we all know, the 

most disaster prone area of the world. More precisely, in the Philippines, a country were the 
geographical setting makes the inhabitant very vulnerable to natural disaster, each year they 
are more than 20 typhoons and tropical storms. The letter Y for Yolanda is the 23rd letter of 
the alphabet meaning that it was the 23rd typhoon this year. In the past years, it has been 
more and more common to lack letters!   

2- According to LP4Y18; “there are currently 1.2 billion youth aged between 15 and 24. 550 
million of them are living below the poverty threshold of $2 a day. They are 
undernourished, victims of illness or abuse. 15 years from now they will be 1 billion.” 

3- Youth in the relief operations have been forgotten. The results are without precedent; early 
pregnancies, HIV, drugs use and criminality have increased since the disaster, worsening 
their situation. However the Tsunami Reconstruction Initiative that was put into place 10 
years ago indicates that “when given the chance, young people can not only be successful 
entrepreneurs, but can stimulate job growth [after disasters]”.  

 

3.1. Youth representing a threat as well as an 
opportunity in context of emergencies 

The situation of youth after Yolanda is a good example of all the threats that youth might 
represent in context of emergencies. Why do these threats appear? What is the context that explains 
them? Could these threats be in reality transformed into opportunities?  
 
When Yolanda hit Tacloban, youth 
lost their main occupation; school, 
some of them lost their best friends, 
other lost the families. Youth lost 
their hobbies; surfing on internet, 
texting their friends, playing online 
games. Children and elders were 
protected because considered the 
most vulnerable and parents needed 
to manage the tsunami of relief 
organizations in order to receive       

Source: CNN, November 17th, A child with a toy gun overlooking Tacloban 
                                                 
18 www.lp4y.org 
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as much benefit from it as they could. Youth received no help, and very few thought of asking them 
for help. Youth were left excluded of the whirlwind that the relief operations were. They had 
nothing to do and tried to exist by all possible means.                                    
 
As mentioned previously cases of early pregnancies, HIV, drugs use and criminality have increased 
since the disaster. However, how to blame the youth who are not cared after to search affection and 
love when they feel lonely? How to blame the youth for trying to forget their awful experience with 
illegal products?  
 
The case of youth in emergency is not a fatality! Youth desire to act, to keep busy; their desire to 
escape their loneliness can be a great fuel for action, and community building. Youth are the ones 
who were the most aware of the typhoon coming through for example de Pagasa group on 
Facebook. Youth have the strength to hold elderly women in the strong winds. Youth are the one 
who can survive the longer without eating and still be capable of action. Youth are the one who, if 
helped, may have dreams for the future. In the overall it has been widely shown that the 
development of a country can be vastly accelerated when a majority of young adults feel and are 
included to the society, when they are able to make significant contributions to the economic, social 
and political life. This can be especially true in context of emergencies, as natural disaster might be 
the opportunities for the youth to step up and finally make their contribution to the society. Youth 
have a great potential, but for this potential to be exploited it is vital that someone somewhere gives 
confidence and a place to grow for these youth.  
 

3.2. Example of actions for youth after the 2004 Asian 
tsunami 

Even if very little has been done for the youth victims of Yolanda, young adults in context 
of emergency have already been the focus of some organizations. Following the disastrous tsunami 
of 2004 that ravaged countries of South and Southeast Asia, Nokia and the International Youth 
Foundation launched the Tsunami Reconstruction Initiative (Appendix 5). Already at this time, 
assessments of needs conducted after the disaster highlighted the urgent need to support youth in 
their professional integration. Put into place in regions affected by the tsunami in India, Indonesia, 
Sri Lanka, and Thailand, the initiative provided “critical livelihood support to affected youth 
through enabling them to access trainings, jobs, apprenticeships, and/or loans”. 
 
From 2006 to 2009 “the US$3.09 million program reached more than 12,400 youth ages 16 to 29”. 
It is said that the economic ripple effects from this initiative is now being felt through the creation 
of jobs and business sector growth.  Even if different strategies were used in different countries the 
International Youth Foundation has identified few key points that underline the opportunity that 
entrepreneurial skills represent for youth in context of emergency:  

- Overcoming the “hand-out mentality” that the emergency context inputs. The Executive 
Director of the National Council for Youth Development in Thailand, Srisak Thaiarry said 
that “a second tsunami followed the first, in the form of substantial amounts of relief 
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funding”. This was especially true for the 2004 tsunami because it was at Christmas time in 
regions where rich people were on holidays; however it is the case in general for each 
disaster. For several months, the citizens of the affected regions got used to receive 
everything. This mentality slows down the recovery period and discourages victims of the 
disaster from getting back to work. Youth who were not used to work before the disaster, 
are especially vulnerable to this mentality.  

- Being flexible and learning how to adapt. The context being very unstable and changing, 
volunteers and youth need to adapt to the evolving situation that is the reconstruction phase. 
In putting their business into place, youth need to learn that and to apply it in order to be 
successful. Key entrepreneurial skills such as seizing opportunities, being innovative and 
hardworking are especially true in context of emergency and post emergency. Therefore the 
context of emergency might be seen as an “educational opportunity” for entrepreneurial 
skills.  

- Facing the challenge of lack of employment opportunities. Job placement after a crisis is not 
so easy and takes time. When work is missing, entrepreneurial skills can create job 
opportunities even for those who have less chances of being employed. However for these 
micro-economic activities to be successful on the long term youth needs support beyond the 
initial start-up phase in order to review business plans and provide additional training and 
mentoring. 

- After a disaster, after the media have caught the attention of the entire world, a large 
number of private actors wish to help. If partnerships are well developed there are very big 
opportunities for beneficiaries to be given the 
chance of an internship, or of private banks of 
granting loans, or for universities to provide 
training.  

 
The example of these actions, their success, but also 
their difficulties linked to the special context that 
natural disasters represent, are a proof of the 
possibilities of action for youth professional 
integration in context of emergency. Moreover the 
opportunities or difficulties, depending on how you see 
the issue, may be seen as real guidelines for further 
action.  
                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

Source: P.Delaporte, August 2014.  

An example of adapted business in Tacloban 
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III. LP4Y PLAN OF ACTION 

 

“Life Project 4 Youth’s (LP4Y) mission is to assist in the social and professional integration of 
Young adults aged 17 to 24 living in extreme poverty and victims of exclusion: ex-prisoners, abuse 
sufferers, the disabled, street youth… LP4Y Foundation Inc., founded in the Philippines in 
September 2009 creates and manages Life Project Centers (LPC) in and around slum areas. LP4Y 
has set up 12 centers located in the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam, which between them take 
on about 460 Young Adults for integration programs lasting average of 12 months. Within these 
entrepreneurial development centers, the Young Adults learn to manage the economic activities 
with which they are entrusted. They are also coached to identify their needs, further their skills and 
build their Life Project Plan. LP4Y follows and assists the trainees’ progress until they either 
create their own small business, or join a company, or embark on further studies”.19  
 
Since 2009, each year, a major natural disaster occurs and hit the families of LP4Y’s youth or the 
Life Project Centers themselves. Dealing with emergencies requires specific skills, budget and 
preparation and up to now LP4Y did not feel equipped to intervene in one of the relief operations. 
Typhoon Yolanda/Haiyan hit the Philippines in November 2013 and was recorded as the worst 
typhoon in the world’s history. Once again LP4Y asked itself, encouraged by its partners, if it had a 
role to play in the relief operations. This time it was decided to study the question in depth in order 
to see if the situation of youth after disaster based on the experience issued from typhoon Yolanda, 
required LP4Y’s intervention. Surprisingly, the study gave quickly clear results. Youth have been 
forgotten in Yolanda’s relief operations, disasters reinforce youth exclusion, and no organization 
focuses on the professional integration of youth in context of emergencies nowadays.  
 
This report therefore suggests the creation of a new transversal structure inside the existing Life 
Project 4 Youth structure: “LP4Y in Emergencies”. This structure would be managed by one 
volunteer, recruited for a period of 2 years. This emergency coordinator would have two different 
responsibilities which will represent the two main activities LP4Y in Emergencies. The first one 
will be to prepare and intervene in context of emergencies for the youth victimized through 
exclusion and of natural disasters, while the second one will be to train and adapt the existing 
structures to disaster preparedness and risk management. 
 
 

 

                                                 
19 http://www.lp4y.org 
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1.  Life Project 4 Youth as an actor in context of 
emergencies 

Considering the growing frequency of natural disasters in the region of LP4Y’s actions and the 
apparent needs of youth in context of emergencies, Life Project 4 Youth could provide a solution to 
address these needs. Its organization and normal procedures to operate would need little 
adjustments which will be studied in the following text.  

 

1.1. Why LP4Y as an answer to the youth needs in 
context of emergencies?  

Life Project 4 Youth foundation could be a good answer to some of the needs of the youth in 
context of emergency for different reasons. The first one is that youth who are excluded in context 
of emergencies encounter the same kind of struggles in life that the excluded youth in poverty areas 
were LP4Y conducts its programs. The second reason is that the LP4Y model has been proven to 
be efficient in many different contexts, why not therefore in context of emergencies? Finally LP4Y 
believes that it is not only the role of large international groups to intervene in context of 
emergencies, but also local organizations.  
 

1.1.1. LP4Y and its expertise on youth inclusion  

 
LP4Y has made the following observation; “Young adults living in extreme poverty may have 

grown up on the streets or in prison, they may be victims of violence and of sexual abuse, they may 
be handicapped, but all these young adults share a common desire to transform their lives. Their 
past suffering has made them particularly resourceful, competitive and intuitive; which are 
invaluable qualities if they are to participate in a joint project and to realize their own dreams for 
the future.”  
 
To address that LP4Y has designed the Professional Training for Entrepreneurs (PTE) which is a 9-
18 months training process consisting of business training (also known as the Program) and 
professional training for businesses. Each Life Project Center can house 3 programs for 15 Young 
Adults each. The young adults commit as a team to a program that operates Monday to Friday, 8 
am to 6 pm, with only a week of vacation per year. Before committing to the program the young 
adults take part in the discovery week after which they put in writing their wish to participate.  
During these 9 to 18 months the youth goes through four different stages; autonomy, responsibility, 
management, and entrepreneurship. In each steps he will take different kind of responsibilities and 
will need to prove his achievement of particular skills before graduating from one step to the next 
one. During the first three steps the youth is in his Program and has a time schedule which is 
divided in three different kinds of activities; the Work which takes 50% of his time and were he 
experiences a micro economic activity with a team, the Learn which takes 30% of his time were he 
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learns about communication, English, computer and other general knowledge, and finally the 
Guide were he develops his “life project” and which takes 20% of his time. To finish with, in the 
entrepreneurship step the youth integrates a company for a first job or most of the time for an 
internship. During this time he is still followed by the LP4Y team through social and professional 
coaching, and thanks to the dynamic of the Stars Club which is the club of all the youth who has 
successfully completed their PTE. 
The results are encouraging as after joining the program: 90% of the youth are entrepreneurs of 
their Life Project. 80% have found a decent employment, 5% have chosen to continue and 
complete their studies and 5% have set up their own micro-company. 10% of the youth have left 
the demanding PTE before completing the program, but more than half of those ask to come back 
within 6 months.  
Why could similar results not be achieved by excluded youth victims of disasters? Some even 
believe that any difficult experience can be turned into incredible strength. Living through a 
disaster such as Haiyan, in a city were everything needs to be reconstructed, might also be a great 
opportunity for the youth to start to make changes in their lives. However, once again, this is only 
possible if someone somewhere believes in them. 
 

 
Source: Life Project 4 Youth, June 6th 2014. The Stars Club during the Entrepreneurs Day in Manila 

 

1.1.2. LP4Y and its experience of intervention in different context  

 

Originally Life Project 4 Youth was implanted in large cities, close to slum areas. However, 
experience has encouraged the foundation to diversify its field of action. Today, in The Philippines, 
LP4Y is conducting 2 programs in prisons, 2 programs in relocation sites, one program within a 
community of deaf youth, and has one temporary mobile Life Project Center.  
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The programs in prison are conducted in Lapu Lapu City Jail near Cebu, and in Iligan City Jail. The 
world of jails was introduced to LP4Y through the large number of youth of our programs who 
spent most of their years of life in jail. Prison is often a direct consequence of exclusion but is also 
a cause of exclusion. When the inmates are finally free, sometimes only because they were declared 
innocent after one year or more of detention, they have lost all references, have forgotten how they 
should behave in society, and generally have lost all faith in themselves. LP4Y programs are 
therefore meant to help the inmate live through this difficult experience and prepare for their life 
outside prison. It is close to impossible to describe how many stars you could see in the eyes of the 
inmates of Lapu Lapu city jail when their coach Florence told them they could prepare now for 
their life project plan! It is incredible to see how believing in a better future and working for it may 
enable you to go through any difficult experience.  
 

 
Source: LP4Y, August 2014. One of the stars from Manila is giving a testimony to the inmates of Illigan City Jail  

 
The infrastructural development of big cities of the Philippines such as Manila and Cebu is pushing 
the poor out of the city to the isolated outskirts of the cities. It is the case of Southville 7, a want to 
be city of poor relocated inhabitants of Manila slums. Houses have been constructed in the middle 
of nowhere, and families have been bought there by bus. What is really lacking to Southville 7 to 
be an actual city, is jobs! Men have little by little left the area in order to find a job, and women 
were left alone with children, and young adults. These young adults had no chance of being 
decently employed if someone somewhere did not tell them it was possible. Thanks to the PTE 
some youth have discovered they could create their own jobs inside Southville, others have been 
given the opportunity of internships in the nearby cities. In general the youth are learning that a job 
opportunity is not only linked to where you are located, but that it is an opportunity you must 
create.  
 
In Illigan, the young deaf were doomed to be the house helps, or in other words the servant of their 
families for the rest of their life. “A deaf? Finding a job? Ahaha impossible! I can’t find a job 
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myself and I am hearing!!” Today, more than thirty youth of the Hear Us program have graduated 
and have found a decent and stable job. Most of them are now helping financially their own family, 
and all are great examples and source of motivation for their community! Being deaf is not a 
problem, it’s just a difference, and as all differences there is only a need for adjustments. The Life 
Project Center of Cebu works just the same way as all the other centers except that it is not voices 
that you notice when you first come into the center, but dynamic and expressive youth 
communicating through sign language. Learning sign language is never a problem according to the 
volunteers as the youth are incredible teachers. To put it in a nutshell, the Life Project Center is a 
functioning solution for all types of exclusion in all contexts!  
 
To conclude, the first Life Project Center of Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam needed to close down for a 
couple of weeks. However, it seemed impossible for the youth to go back to their life from before. 
They were therefore motivated to continue their training classes, in the city parks! Their experience 
showed us that the Life Project Center is not just a matter of building. What is important is the team 
spirit, the educational methods, and youth advancing in their Life Project Plan.  
 
 

1.1.3. LP4Y a local organization with an easy outreach  

 

To finish with, this study has enabled us to understand that emergency response is not only a 
matter of large financial and logistical capacity. What is especially important is to understand how 
the country works, to know the people you are helping in order to address properly their needs, and 
finally to have a long term vision of the situation. Life Project 4 Youth being on the field therefore 
has several advantages which can ensure successful interventions in context of emergencies:  

 
- LP4Y is geographically close to the potential affected cities of the region and will therefore 

need less time and less financial means to travel to the affected area.  
 

- The LP4Y intervention team would be culturally close to the victims of the natural disaster 
as, at the beginning, it would be composed of volunteers who have been on the field for a 
while and of young adults who therefore speak the local language, know the country well 
and can explain specific cultural aspects.  

 
- LP4Y, thanks to its actions hand in hand with a large number of companies already has 

many potential local partners that it could involve in the relief operations.  
 

- LP4Y also have a good understanding of the general administrative and political 
organization of the country which would also facilitate its actions.  

 

- LP4Y is implanted in the countries for a long period of time therefore it has a long term 
vision, which is not necessarily the case of all emergency organizations. The real 
advantages of LP4Y in context of emergency is that it would be involved on many different 
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time schemes, the relief operations, the rehabilitation operations, and if needed for a longer 
period of time.  

 

1.2.  LP4Y Plan of Action – before the emergency  

 

 
GOLD RULES OF LP4Y IN EMERGENCIES 

 
- In the relief operations its goal will be to help youth organize themselves as a community  
- LP4Y should not be a vector of material aid 
- LP4Y volunteers should always be self-reliant. If the situation is too risky, the volunteer 

should not be put in a situation where he would need to be saved.  
 

 
 

1.2.1. Preparation  

 
The most important phase in disaster management is preparing for the disaster. Most of the time 

you do not know when the disaster is coming, where it will be and what it will be, but it is essential 
to prepare for it. Preparing for a disaster means several different things:  

- Learning about natural disasters, their different types, their history, their effect. Preparing 
for a disaster also implies to have basic knowledge on disaster management and risk 
reduction. 

-  Organize the structure of the foundation so that when the disaster hits, the teams are ready. 
Training LPC’s emergency coordinators is part of this. It is important to make sure that 
everyone knows his responsibilities and what he is meant to do when the disaster hits.  

-  Establish partnership with public and private organizations in order to diminish 
investment or functioning costs. These partnerships may also be useful in order to know on 
who LP4Y in Emergencies will be able to rely on the field, in the middle of the emergency.  

 
These tasks will need to be completed or at least coordinated by the general emergency coordinator 
as soon as he can. From the beginning of his two year mission he should try to set up the essential 
basis that will enable LP4Y in Emergencies to be operational. Once this is done, he will probably 
have the time to improve what has already been done.  

 
 
1.2.2. Where and when? 

 
“LP4Y in Emergencies” should intervene when a natural disaster disturbs the daily life of an 

important city in a country where LP4Y is active. As these researches were held in the context of 
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Yolanda’s recovery we consider that LP4Y intervention should take place in case of similar 
disasters. It should be a disaster where the international community is intervening because LP4Y 
positions its action as being complementary with ordinary emergency relief and recovery 
operations. “LP4Y in Emergencies” will not be addressing vital needs of the population and will 
therefore partner with another organization in order to make its intervention efficient. Moreover a 
city should be strongly affected in order to justify the intervention of “LP4Y in Emergencies”. If a 
city where Life Project Centers are already implanted is affected by a natural disaster, the ordinary 
way of working should be slightly adapted, as described previously.  
 
LP4Y’s in Emergencies objective would be to be in the affected area of the disaster as soon as 
possible. As said earlier, LP4Y might be very solicited in the first few weeks for material goods. 
However, the impression given after conducting this study is that all organizations have the same 
fear. Therefore they are two different types of organizations; the ones who intervene in context of 
emergency in the relief operations, and the one who waits until the situation has stabilized. The 
impression that we have is that the organizations who are giving material goods out are too busy to 
focus on psychosocially supporting the victims and helping them organize themselves. In the first 
few days after the disaster everyone is busy with something to do but no one takes the time to 
collect the information and spread it around them. In the overall LP4Y in Emergencies will help the 
youth organize themselves as soon as possible after the disaster which will benefit the whole 
community and will only make the relief operations more efficient. 
 The decision to intervene should therefore be taken quickly, by only one person. The person taking 
the decision should be the country coordinator with the technical advice of the emergency 
coordinator after the approval of the organization global coordinator. As soon as this decision is 
taken, measures should be taken to arrange the arrival of the reservist emergency volunteers, 
researches to find long term coaches for the new LPC should be launched, an a report for fund 
raising describing the situation should be put into place. It is known that the sooner after the 
disaster you communicate, the more you will receive donations.  
 
 

1.2.3.  Who and their responsibilities 

 
The general emergency coordinator will be recruited for a period of two years. He should 

have some knowledge of disaster management and he should have some experience with youth in 
order to facilitate an easy contact with the excluded youth victims of a natural disaster. He should 
have good organizational and relational skills and should be autonomous. Before his first 
emergency he should have been trained sufficiently to LP4Y vision and mission. He will be 
traveling a lot around the different countries of LP4Y and inside these countries themselves. He 
should however be based in a central place where he can easily meet international representatives 
of large NGO’s or private companies, and where he can easily travel to any zone. As of now, given 
the current geography of LP4Y centers, the best option would be to base him in the Entrepreneur 
House, with the emergency bags.  
When he is informed that an important disaster will occur, as soon as he can, he will collect the 
emergency bags and will travel to the Life Project Center which is closest to the affected area.   
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The general emergency coordinator will have trained amongst the youth and in each Life Project 
Center an LPC’s emergency coordinator along with the LPC’s emergency assistant. Once they 
have been informed of the arrival of the general emergency coordinator they should try to arrange 
for their travel to the affected area. The emergency trained youth will be a great help to facilitate 
traveling and connecting with the victims of the typhoon as they are great chances that they will 
talk the same language. For them it will be an enriching training and experience that will without 
doubt lead them to professional and personal opportunities. However, because context of 
emergency are difficult the youth should be physically and emotionally strong. If one youth has his 
family as victims of the typhoon it should be possible to join the team. However his coach should 
study with him, beforehand his motivation. The team of 3 to 4 people will travel to the affected city 
as quickly as possible after the disaster. All solutions to get there should be studied. Safety and 
price will also be important factors that will influence their choice as LP4Y considers itself as a 
“low cost NGO”.  
 
The reservist emergency volunteer will be selected each year or every six months. He will be 
based in his country of origin and will conduct his ordinary activities. He will have committed to 
being available in only one week to travel to an affected area. Once he is called, he should travel to 
the affected zone as fast as possible in order to meet the team. He must get to the affected area 
within two weeks as the LPC’s emergency coordinator and assistant will return to their LPC after 
this period.  
 
The two newly recruited emergency coaches should travel into the affected area two months after 
the disaster and should plan to stay there for the next 22 months. If they have enough time, they 
should be trained to LP4Y educational methods before traveling to the affected area. If this is not 
possible the country coordinator or another experienced volunteer will travel with them to the 
affected zone and will assist them in the first week of their mission. During their first week both 
emergency coordinator and reservist volunteer will introduce them to the youth and to the 
emergency context.  After that the reservist emergency volunteer will have the possibility to return 
to his country of origin while the general emergency coordinator will take 10 days to rest before 
going back to his mission.  
 

1.3. LP4 Plan of Action – in emergency  

1.3.1. Before getting there 
 

When the disaster strikes, or when we know that a disaster is coming it is important to contact 
the French Embassy in order to complete the administrative registration giving the list of persons 
going into the affected area. They will tell us who to contact at the national government levels, 
because the local government might take some time to organize itself. 
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Typically in the Philippines, PAGASA will contact the Office of Civil Defence who will become 
the official coordinator (who will call OCHA in if they need them!). The OCD coordinates with the 
region which itself coordinates with the province – municipality or city and then barangays.  
 
As we decided to intervene when the international community does, we will be coordinated by 
OCHA, most likely under the livelihood cluster, however it is important to position us in different 
other clusters because our reach is far broader than only one cluster and we will need a lot of 
different partners. The difficulty would be in which cluster meeting to go as all would be 
interesting for us. However given my experience of cluster meetings 8 months after the disaster, 
reading reports will be sufficient after certain period of time for more general cluster meetings.  
 
 

1.3.2. Phase 1 – Relief operations 
 

When on site, the LP4Y team should try to establish contact with the local government units. 
The LGU might be able to help identify groups of youth and excluded youth. The LP4Y team’s 
mission for the following two months will be to encourage the creation and the organization of a 
youth community. Special attention should therefore be given to youth who are excluded, with no 
family for example, and to youth who are in age to be legally employed. In the Philippines LP4Y 
would concentrate on youth aged from 17 years old to 24 years old. Younger adolescents should be 
encouraged to go to Child Friendly Spaces.  
 
If no partnership was successfully established before the disaster concerning food and shelter, it 
must be a priority to find one. Organizations such as UNICEF, Save the Children, UNHCR might 
be willing to lend tents and other facilities, or at least finance them. The priority while doing these 
arrangements should be for LP4Y to find a safe place to rest as soon as possible. The team should 
have as little valuables as possible, however in this situation a bottle of water is considered as 
valuable. Therefore the place should be secured enough to store some food and water. If this is not 
possible, a partnership with large organizations can be looked for in order to use storage areas. 
Once the volunteers’ vital needs are secured, a place to gather the youth should be found. It is 
strategic to find a place which is central but where excluded youth can come easily. This place 
needs to give the impression of being safe, and should be big enough to welcome the youth. The 
first week should be dedicated to identifying the needs of the youth and helping them share their 
experiences, while identifying the organizations which would need help.  
 
The idea is to serve as a link between the needs of the organizations conducting relief efforts and 
the youth who might not have much to do. In exchange for their work in the first few weeks LP4Y 
might provide the most excluded with a shelter where to sleep at night and meals during the day. 
To achieve this, the organizations for which the youth are volunteering might give a budget to 
LP4Y. This partnership could also take the form of cash for work programs where the organization 
gives the youth 300 pesos per day of work. In this case, depending on the number of youth willing 
to join, LP4Y will have a more or less important influence on the youth. LP4Y could also serve as a 
guaranty for the youth between 15 and 18, willing to get involved in these programs but which 
cannot because they are under age. The real plus that LP4Y would provide is a place where youth 
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can meet and share their experience at night time when they are the most vulnerable, after their 
volunteer activities.  
 
During the first two weeks LPC’s emergency coordinator and assistant will serve as a link with the 
community. They will be a great help for identifying excluded youth and convincing them to join in 
the LP4Y ‘Youth Friendly Space’. After two weeks, because this experience will have been very 
emotionally and physically tiring, special care should be given to them. Sharing their experience 
with their team in the LPC might be one of the important things to do. It is also important that the 
youth gets back to his ordinary activity as soon as possible.  
 
At the end of these two months, the LP4Y team should have a better idea of the youth who are the 
most excluded. In this context of emergency, the youth who will be the most present in the “YFS” 
might be the one with no family. In this case assessing during the two months of volunteering 
presence might help to identify the youth who has no family to look after him, and who are 
motivated. In this very difficult environment where everyone needs help, motivation is the second 
most  important point after being excluded when identifying the 30 youth who will be part of the 
LP4Y youth  team and who will form both programs.  
 

1.3.3. Phase 2 - Rehabilitation  
 

The arrival of the new emergency coach will signify the end of the emergency phase and set up 
the beginning of the rehabilitation phase. The general emergency coordinator will stay for an 
additional 10 days in order to help the new volunteers to understand the context and to learn to 
know the youth. He will introduce them to the local government unit and the OCHA coordinator.  
 
The idea is that these new coaches will open a life project center with two different micro economic 
activities. These micro economic activities will follow the principles of social entrepreneurship; 
their action should benefit the community in the context of relief operations. Depending on the 
period, the youth could work for NGO’s in construction or catering for example. While working for 
the NGO’s, the volunteers should always have in mind the core values and principles of LP4Y. The 
youth should not learn techniques but should learn a mentality of professionalism that will enable 
them to work anywhere.  
 
The partnership between LP4Y and the NGO for which the youth could be volunteering should 
enable LP4Y to receive the allowance, so that the ordinary LP4Y functioning way can be applied. 
With their allowances the youth should be able to build savings that can be used for professional 
purposes such as their paper requirements.  
 
When the LPC is opened, special care should be given with respect to the ordinary LP4Y 
schedule with 50% of work, 30% of trainings, and 20% of building their Life Project Plans. The 
training courses given might be the real added value that will enable the youth to find a job as soon 
as possible after the disaster.  
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In context of emergency, where youth have lost all their references, it is important that they can 
have a place, which will not move from day to day, and which can be a basis for reconstruction for 
them. For that matter the choice of the place for the LPC is important. The budget includes an 
envelope for the renovation of a place that can also be rented at a low rate. The Life Project Center 
might be a temporary place such as a tent if nothing else is possible, however, experiences such as 
the “mobile LPC of Ho Chi Minh” or the experience of several months in a multipurpose area for 
the inmates of Lapu Lapu City Jail show that it is very important for the youth to identify the space 
as theirs. Decorating the tents with the decoration we usually see in the centers is possible and even 
necessary!  
 
Youth will be able to be included into the program until 6 months after the disaster. One year after 
the disaster the coach should evaluate if given the situation of the city and the employment market 
it is interesting to keep the LPC as a permanent LPC, for longer than the two years which were 
forecasted. Their evaluation will result in the establishment of a report which the country 
coordinator, given the strategy of the foundation at that given time, and given the number of centers 
and their state will decide to submit the report to the board for vote.  
 
 
 In general this LPC’s goal would be the professional insertion of youth, given the context 
that created the disaster. The solution tree that was designed (Appendix 8) and which answers to 
the problem tree shows that by helping in the professional and social integration of excluded youth 
LP4Y will contribute to the rehabilitation efforts.  
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2. Disaster Preparedness and Management in the Life 
Project Centers  

In the last 5 years, Life Project Centers of the foundation have been hit by devastating natural 
disasters. In September 2009 when the first youth were welcomed, typhoon Ketsana/Ondoy hit 
Luzon and especially Manila, killing 747 people and causing $1.09 billion damage. In December 
2011 tropical storm Washi/Sendong swept across the Mindanao region bringing strong winds and 
heavy rains that caused massive flooding, flash floods and landslides killing 1,250 people. The 
Hear Us Life Project Center in Illigan was not damaged by the storm but all youth were affected. 
Some lost family members, others lost their houses. The Life Project Center of Illigan therefore had 
to deal with material and psychosocial emergencies of the youth. For example they accommodated 
one of the youth 11 family members for few days until an acceptable solution was found. In 
November 2013 typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda hit the Visayas in a devastating way. Luckily Cebu 
City only suffered from heavy rains. Many of the youth from Cebu knew family members who had 
been affected by the typhoon. In this context they conducted a Home Project which enabled the 
youth to volunteer to rebuild one of their teammate family houses that was completely demolished 
by the typhoon. Finally, only two months ago typhoon Rammasun/Glenda hit Luzon and 
specially Laguna province where Life Project Center Calauan is. The material destruction was 
terrible; the center was partly destroyed, some youth houses were completely destroyed and they 
were out of electricity, running out of water and cell phone connection for several weeks.  

 
 

 
Source: LP4Y, July 2014. The LPC from Calauan after typhoon Glenda 
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2.1. Preparation   

Disaster Preparedness requires financial and timely investments, which might explain that it 
is what everyone is lacking, even in a country like the Philippines. Disasters are completely 
unpredictable, and human nature pushes us to believe that it will always and only happen to others. 
However whoever has been the victim of a disaster and has not regretted to be more prepared? How 
many lives could be saved if everyone was prepared for natural disasters?  
 
Life Project 4 Youth aim is to focus on the social and professional integration of youth victim of 
poverty and exclusion. However being located in the region of the world which is the most prone to 
disasters, LP4Y has no other choice today than to improve its disaster preparedness. How can we 
train the youth to become successful entrepreneurs if we, ourselves do not know how to manage 
risks properly?  
 

2.1.1.  Preparing the centers  
 

An expertise of all buildings hosting the Life Project Centers should be done in order to 
evaluate their resistance to calamities. It is important to establish when the building might be 
considered as a safe place or when it should be evacuated. This expertise should help the coach 
identify weak parts of the house or potential flying objects that should be secured when there is a 
warning of an upcoming storm. 
Emergency kits should be, as required by the national government, available and ready to use in 
all centers. The first 72 hours after a disaster are critical. Depending on the extent of the disaster 
there might be a serious lack of electricity, fuel, water, telephone lines. Moreover, rescue teams 
might take some time to reach you. This is why each center should be able to be self-reliant and 
have all the material necessary to enable its volunteers and youth to survive for at least three days.  
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EMERGENCY KIT  
 

- Water  
In general, one person can survive without food for 5 days if he can drink. One liter of drinking water per day and 
per person is the very minimum.  
If you are three volunteers and ten youth you should have 39 liters of water supply for emergency. You can also have 
some purification tablets in case you are lacking water. However, be careful, in case of disasters they might not be 
available clean water, as most of it might be mixed with saltwater from the sea, or might be contaminated by wastes 
and bodies. Making a reserve of rain water can be an interesting option.  

- Food 
We said earlier that you could survive only from water during 5 days. However they are great chances that if you do 
not eat, you will be very weak quickly. Store non-perishable food which does not require water to be cooked (no pasta!)  

o Canned goods with can opener – tuna, vegetables … 
o protein and granola bars,  
o dried fruits,  
o crackers and cereals 

- Whistle to call for help  
- Flashlight (dynamo)  
- Candles & matches  
- AM radio transistor with extra batteries – to get information from outside 
- At least two large tarpaulin for isolation from sun and water 
- At least a 20 meter rope (avoid nylon) 
- One roll of large trash bags  
- One tube of mosquito repellent 
- A fire extinguisher (should not be taken if evacuated) 
- Medical items 

o Scissors  
o Disposable gloves 
o Safety covers (at least 5) 
o Sterile gauze 
o Large bands to maintain gauze  
o Disinfectant  
o Ready to use ice  
o Pain killers (ibuprofen) 
o Sterile sewing kit  
o Imodium for diarrhoea  
o Rehydration salts  

- Money in form of cash and loose change (10,000 P / center)  
- Prepaid phone cards (300 P)  

 

 
 
In addition each youth and volunteers should also be responsible for preparing a personal kit with 
prescription medications for 10 days, his papers, and a printed list of important information (social 
security insurance number, bank account details).  
The kits should be stored in ventilated premises; they should be at a high level of the house and 
should be protected from water as much as it is possible (plastic water proof boxes). They should 
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be checked every 6 months. Specific care should be given to checking expiration dates and 
replacing the items.  
If you are evacuated you should be able to be self-sufficient for three days also, taking strong 
backpacks with the above cited items, wearing closed shoes and covering strong clothes before 
leaving the center.  
 

2.1.2. Preparing the youth and volunteers.  
 

Ask a volunteer were he should go if he hears on the radio that he should evacuate his house. 
Ask a youth what he should do if his team mate is unconscious on the floor. They are very few 
chances that they will know how to answer!  
 
Partnerships should be put into place with the Red Cross or other organizations for the youth and 
volunteers to take training classes on disaster preparedness, how to react in the middle of a 
disaster, how to react after a disaster, and basic first aid training.  
 
When a disaster hits, one single voice needs to be heard and lead the commands of operations. In 
each center one youth should volunteer to be the LPC’s emergency coordinator. This youth 
should be specifically trained to disaster related matters. He will be the one making sure that the 
center is well prepared. He will be specifically trained by the general emergency coordinator who 
will visit all the Life Project Centers once a year. This LPC’s emergency coordinator will always be 
helped by the assistant emergency coordinator. The assistant emergency coordinator will be trained 
by the LPC’s emergency coordinator to take up his responsibilities if he is not there, and in the 
future when he will be in the entrepreneurship step. As mentioned earlier, if a disaster hits a city 
near the Life Project Center, the LPC emergency coordinator and assistant will join the general 
coordinator in the affected area for the two first weeks.  
 

 

2.2. Life project centers capacity to deal with crisis  

As previously said, because of experiences such as Ondoy, Sendong, Yolanda or Glenda, 
Life Project 4 Youth has acquired some experience in managing a crisis within their centers. The 
idea of the following paragraph is to formalize the good practices from what has been done.  
 
 
 
1.2.1 Before the disaster 

 
It is the responsibility of each LPC’s Emergency Coordinator to pay attention to weather 

forecasts thanks to online information such as the PAGASA group on Facebook. The coach should 
also pay attention to information coming from their embassy and take the warnings seriously. If a 
disaster threatens to hit all safety measures should be taken.  It is always better to be more 
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prepared than not enough. These warnings should be transmitted to all youth and their families; and 
advice should be given to the families to buy a stock of food and drinkable water. If forecasts are 
alarming, the general emergency coordinator should be warned and depending on his position, he 
might start traveling towards the area concerned. 
 
1.2.2. During the disaster 
 

Safety is the only important word to remember during a natural disaster. Take care of 
yourself   before anything else because if you are injured, others will need to put their life in danger 
to save you! This is especially important for the volunteers to understand; you are the foreigners so 
your life will have more importance to many people’s eyes. Your embassy might, if they need to 
make the choice, choose to save you instead of funding actions save the lives of hundreds of 
people. If there is still some ways to communicate, contact the country coordinator and give him 
updates as much as you can. He will be the one to contact your relatives if they need information.  
 
1.2.3. After the disaster 
 

In no case emergency means rushing! Taking your time is as always a priority in order for 
necessary things to be done correctly. As soon as the disaster stops, make sure that you and your 
team are safe. A first assessment of the damage in term of material or human life needs to be done. 
It is important in order to conduct any necessary first aid intervention where time is vital. The 
information collected during the assessment needs to be given to the country coordinator as soon as 
possible and he will be the one to plan the actions ahead. If damage is serious, a communication 
plan can be put into place in order to raise funds.  
On the first day volunteers should only concentrate on primary needs such as water, food and 
health for them first and then for the others. The volunteers should organize the fulfilment of these 
needs ahead, considering that the situation might not come back to normal at least for the next two 
weeks. After that, if the typhoon has caused some material damage, they need to check the 
electrical installations before turning them on again. If there is no running water make sure the 
electrical pump is not running any longer. After that you can start along with the community and 
the youth to clean everything. Cleaning is a safety measure in order to avoid flying debris if the 
winds come back. Finishing the destruction is also a necessary safety measure which is not easy but 
which is necessary.  
Actions to be put into place after that really depend on the nature and the scale of the disaster. 
Testimonies of the experiences lived by youth and volunteers during typhoon Glenda can be found 
on the LP4Y Google drive20 for the volunteers who have access to the intranet. 
 
If the center is affected, rebuilding it should be a priority in order to have a safe place for the 
volunteers and the youth. Hiding valuables from the eyes of the others in these times of precarity 
is recommended in order to avoid temptation. In case of large material destructions in the youth 

                                                 
20 In LP4Y Asia, under Global, under Staff, under Reports: Other, you will find a document called “Typhoon Glenda 

(July 2014) – During and after”. Or you may follow this link:  
https://docs.google.com/a/lp4y.org/document/d/15x_gOz9H_2NPax7b7mU8V537WvKB4BEZm5650V-EJyA/edit  

https://docs.google.com/a/lp4y.org/document/d/15x_gOz9H_2NPax7b7mU8V537WvKB4BEZm5650V-EJyA/edit
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houses, the “Home Project” can be put into place. The Home Project has been put into place a 
large number of times in different Life Project Centers and reports can be found on the Google 
drive concerning them21. If one youth is living in unacceptable conditions, the young adults can 
decide, as a team, to put a project into place. The coach then offers to finance the materials by 
LP4Y, and the youth volunteer to conduct reparations of the house on their free time.  
 
 

Principles of the Home Project 
 

- When the situation requires it, a coach can give its team the opportunity to put a Home Project into 
place.  

- The team needs to agree to this home project which will be completed on their free time, outside of 
the LPC schedule (evenings, Saturdays and Sundays).  

- The team decides who in the team needs the most repairing 
- They write up a project presentation describing: who, what, when, why, how which should be 2 or 3 

pages long with pictures.  
- The coach reviews the documents and sends it to the country coordinator for approval 
- The budget for one home project can go up to 10,000 pesos and should be reported on the LPC 

cashbook  
- When the home project is finished a report should be made by the team. This report can be sent to 

the donors.  

 
 
 
If the houses of many of the youth are damaged, the daily activities of the center can be 
suspended to put into place some more home projects. This should be a decision taken by the team. 
In this case the normal working hours of the LPC can be extended. The center’s daily activities 
need to be put back into place as soon as possible. Depending on the context, the activities can be 
suspended for a period that should not exceed one month.  
 
If the disaster is so important that it paralyzes the city, the LPC main activity can be changed. 
The new activity will need to address a new need brought by the crisis. If the situation in the city is 
very bad, LP4Y can seek a partnership with another organization and the youth can experience 
volunteering. This volunteer activity will, in this exceptional context, replace the LPC’s activities. 
If they do so LP4Y will ask the partner organization to finance the youth allowance. The 
volunteering should be done with the coach who will ensure that LP4Y values are kept. If the 
context makes it possible, the youth can find a more adapted micro economic activity. 
Construction, solar lantern renting or catering services for NGOs can be ideas of business that the 
youth can conduct in context of emergencies.  
 

                                                 
21 For Glenda; in LP4Y Asia, under Philippines, under Life Project Centers, under LPC Calauan, under 

Administration LPC, under Home Projects – Typhoon Glenda. Or you may follow this link: 
 https://drive.google.com/a/lp4y.org/?usp=gmail#folders/0B4eOVmlX1R_yR0sxZ2xGazY4dG8  

https://drive.google.com/a/lp4y.org/?usp=gmail#folders/0B4eOVmlX1R_yR0sxZ2xGazY4dG8
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In some cases, if the disaster is extended, a lot of youth might be out of school. A team of “Friends 
of LP4Y” can be put into place. In these cases the new youth will receive no allowance but they 
can receive financial help for projects to be put into place by this new community. They may be 
involved in some training, and receive advice from LP4Y youth and the volunteers. When the 
situation comes back to normal, youth who are motivated can integrate the program. The “friends 
of LP4Y” will be considered as in an extended discovery week.  
 
Allowances might be suspended for a period of time, until the volunteer can find a way to have 
cash. If this period is extended and the volunteer finds another way for the youth to receive food 
and shelter, the allowances can be turned into savings that may be used for reconstruction 
programs.  
 
A particular attention should be given to psychological support after a disaster. Time should be 
dedicated to experience sharing. Speaking, writing, drawing, singing are ways of expressions. Each 
LPC needs to find the best solution for them. Praying even amongst different religions can be a 
good way to deal with these difficult times. Specialist of psychosocial disorders after crisis can be 
easily found in the relief teams. For that the LPC coaches need to find a partnership with 
professionals, as they might need psychosocial support themselves. One month after the disaster, 
LP4Y volunteers should have the opportunity to leave the area for an extended weekend, and two 
months after the disaster every coach involved should be given a week to rest. 
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3.  Budget for the creation of the emergency sector of 
LP4Y 

 
The budget (Appendix 6) represents the amount that LP4Y should have in order to launch the 

emergency sector of LP4Y. It does not represent, however, the amount that LP4Y will be spending 
as partnerships are widely used, especially in context of emergencies. Therefore, for all material 
investments that will need to be done before the crisis appears, the emergency coordinator will look 
for a partnership in order to obtain the goods for free. Furthermore, this budget is made so that the 
emergency team can be autonomous. However partnerships on the field will be looked for in order 
to diminish all sheltering, drinking or eating costs especially during the relief phase. To conclude, 
this budget is made to finance one disaster response per year. However they are great chances that 
there will be fewer typhoons than once a year for which LP4Y in Emergencies should be put into 
place.  
 
In 2015 several investments will need to be done in order to have the basic material to react to a 
disaster inside or outside the centers. Items highlighted in grey are more or less specific materials 
that are expensive. There is a real possibility that a supplier will be interested in sponsoring LP4Y 
in Emergencies and therefore giving the material for free, or it is also possible that a partner will be 
interested in financing these initial investments.  
 

The first part of the investment budget is the bags for the team which will intervene in context of 
emergencies. One of the bags might not be used, if no additional youth wishes to join the group. 
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Investments for the 5 Emergency Bags 
 

  Bags – having a good bag to carry your material is essential, even more if you do not have a fixed 
place to leave your belongings. The bag should be resistant, able to contain all the material, the weight 
should be well spread, and there should be different pockets and compartments.  
5,000 pesos, or €80 is the average price for such a bag.  

Hammock with mosquito net is considered as the best solution to sleep in a safe and dry place. 
Snugpak jungle Hammock with Mosquito Net:  http://www.tacticalasia.com/snugpak-jungle-hammock-with-
mosquito-net/  
3,600 P = €60  x 5 = €300  

Water purifier - two units will be bought in case one of them is broken or lost. Four filters will be 
bought in order to have an overall filtering capacity of 680 litters  
Aquamira Frontier Filter Pro (190 liters): http://www.tacticalasia.com/aquamira-frontier-filter-pro/     
1,380 P – €23 x 2 = €46.  
Aquamira filter (75 liters) : http://www.tacticalasia.com/aquamira-frontier-filter/  
650 P = €11 x 4 = €44. Total = €90  

Survival food – It is possible that in the first few weeks after the disaster, food will be difficult to 
find. Bags should therefore be packed with light weight and concentrated highly nutritive food. This is an 
example: http://www.tacticalasia.com/datrex-2400-calorie-emergency-food-ration/  
A budget of 30 euros for each volunteer, and 15 for the youth who will stay for a shorter period of time 
should be enough.  

Emergency medicine - A budget of 50 euros or 3,000 P should be enough to constitute a first aid kit 
(do not forget cold pack, scissors, thermometer, alcohol, gaze and bandages) and have the  
necessary medicine (Ibuprofen, medicine for diarrhoea and constipation, necessary antibiotics)  

 
 
 

The budget for the investments in emergency kits has been calculated to equip 10 centers. They 
are already 9 existing centers, so they are great chances that one more center at least will open in 
the next two years.  
Water has been calculated according to the fact that the minimum to have is 1 liter per day and per 
person for 3 days. This means that all centers must have the equivalent of 100 liters of drinking 
water stored. The expensive part will be to buy the water containers, however these are precautions 
which are really necessary.  
Concerning the food, a stock of canned goods and highly nutritive cereal bars should be kept at all 
time. Before reaching the expiration date, food can be replaced and eaten by the volunteers so that 
there will be no waste. The volunteers need to replace them on their own budget.  
The transistor receiver is an essential and not too expensive investment. It can be found on the 
following website for 13 euros:  
http://www.survival-goods.com/AM_FM_Radio_Transistor_w_Speaker_p/c-fslash-44g.htm   
However it must be possible to find a partnership that would finance it.  
A general envelope of 50 euros for each center has been open to put inside all the little inexpensive 
things which are on the list of the emergency kit such as matches, candles, batteries that must be 
bought for the kit. 

http://www.tacticalasia.com/snugpak-jungle-hammock-with-mosquito-net/
http://www.tacticalasia.com/snugpak-jungle-hammock-with-mosquito-net/
http://www.tacticalasia.com/aquamira-frontier-filter-pro/
http://www.tacticalasia.com/aquamira-frontier-filter/
http://www.tacticalasia.com/datrex-2400-calorie-emergency-food-ration/
http://www.survival-goods.com/AM_FM_Radio_Transistor_w_Speaker_p/c-fslash-44g.htm
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The operation table summarizes the budget needed on a regular basis to finance LP4Y in 
Emergencies when there is no crisis. It corresponds to the costs and expenses of having one 
dedicated volunteer. His budget will be very similar to other volunteers’ budget except that he will 
need to travel a lot, including one visit to each center in all three countries at least once a year. If a 
crisis occurs he might be able to have a volunteer visa which will be free, probably for the next two 
years.  
 
LP4Y will intervene in only one crisis each year. If a crisis occurs you will need to add the specific 
budget to the operation and investments. This budget has been calculated supposing that the 
disaster will occur in the middle of the year. The budget for one crisis consists of two parts spread 
out on two different years. 
The first part is Phase 1 and lasts only 2 months. It includes the cost of having a reservist volunteer. 
His plane ticket to come over might be quite expensive as it will be a last minute flight. He will 
take his return flight ticket at the same time which hopefully will be cheaper. He will have a 
volunteer visa that will be free, and he will receive a compensation lower than the regular volunteer 
allowance because he will spend very little during the two months of his mission. The second part 
of the budget for Phase 1 is the emergency budget which is the budget to be autonomous during the 
emergency. Prices during crises go up so the volunteers might need to spend more on shelter and 
food. They are however also great chances that they will get those for free through partnerships. 
This budget is calculated to accommodate the two or three youth (LPC emergency coordinator, his 
assistant and possibly an additional youth) for two weeks and the general emergency coordinator 
and the reservist emergency volunteer for two months.  
The second part is Phase 2 and will last for 22 months. The budget includes the expenses of the two 
emergency coaches. Their plane tickets might also be a little expensive as they will be able to only 
take them at the last minute. They will be able to have a free volunteer visa, so this has not been 
included into the budget. The second part of the budget for Phase 2 is the cost of one Life Project 
Center. An envelope of 150,000 P has been 
planned for possible repairs. In this case a 
deal should be made with the owner to 
have a free or very low rent. Special care 
should be given to the aspect of the center. 
In general it is important to spend as little 
as possible on housing and personal fees 
because the victims of the typhoon will 
believe you are using the money that has 
been given for them at personal ends.22              Source: P.Delaporte, August 2014. UK AID house in Tacloban 

 
The highest cost here is the allowances. This budget is calculated on the basis that 30 youth are 
receiving a 200 P allowance per day, 22 days a month. The income of their micro economic activity 

                                                 
22 Across from Angela’s pension where I was staying, was one house from UK Aid. It was rare to see people going out 

or in it. Someone once told me that they were paying an incredible amount as a rent. They said that it was on the 
budget to help the victims of Yolanda that they were using.  
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has been based on the income that is possible to receive for one day of work through the cash for 
work programs which is 300 P a day. Therefore it is considered that 30 youth will work 50% of 
their time, earning 300 pesos for each day of work. 
 
In 2016, LP4Y will have no more investments to make for LP4Y in Emergencies. The operation 
costs will be the same. However the post emergency, which is the remainder of Phase 2 of 2015 
crisis, will need to be included in the budget. As a crisis might also occur in 2016 the budget of a 
new crisis has also been included. From the budget we can see that if two crises are addressed by 
LP4Y in 2016 the “cost” of each youth in the program will decrease. This is explained by the gross 
margin made through the micro economic initiatives.  
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Conclusion 
 

 

On November the 9th, 2013, before sunrise, typhoon Yolanda, the worst typhoon ever hit the 
eastern islands of the Philippines. In order to help 15% of the Filipino population which was 
affected, a large humanitarian package was put into place. Given the difficulties and the context, 
the relief phase was relatively well conducted. The transition to rehabilitation was all the more 
complicated, explained for a great part by the previously mentioned context. Given this context we 
can say that organizations did the best they could.  

 
However, when looking closely to the situation of youth we discover that they have been nearly 
forgotten. Nearly no organization involved them in the relief operations and they clearly received 
no specific help. During the rehabilitation phase which is ongoing, specific programs and actions 
for youth are starting to emerge. However the damages seem to have been done and the region is 
already experiencing increasing early pregnancies, HIV contaminations, drug users, and creation of 
gangs. 
 
Therefore based on the experience of typhoon Yolanda, it is today possible to say that the 
accelerated occurrence of natural disasters is worsening the already preoccupying situation of 
youth. Youth most important needs right after a disaster is to feel included in and be part of the 
community. There is an important impression that this inclusion of youth might reduce all the other 
risks that may concern this particular age group. In the rehabilitation phase it is important to help 
youth concerning medical issues, it is important to train youth concerning life skills, it is important 
to help youth return to school, but what youth say is more important for them is to get a revenue 
generating activity in order to support themselves or their families.  
 
Given this important gap and the growing occurrence of natural disasters, Life Project 4 Youth 
needs to adapt its organization. In the first place it needs to get ready to intervene in the next 
disaster and it needs to be ready to react to a disaster if one of them hits one of its Life Project 
Centers. Life Project 4 Youth can help the youth to organize themselves in the first phase of the 
relief operations, and may open a life project center when the rehabilitation phase starts. The 
creation of this LPC will answer the need of the youth victim of natural disaster for revenue 
generating activities and will in the long term include them professionally. Furthermore, being on 
the field, LP4Y will be able to advise other organizations about actions concerning youth and could 
advocate the situation of youth after emergencies in order to encourage more organizations to act 
for them.  
 
A good way of summarizing the situation of youth after disasters and to explain Life Project 4 
Youth’s will for action is one quote from Mother Theresa: “Being unwanted, unloved, uncared for, 
forgotten by everybody, I think that is a much greater hunger, a much greater poverty than the 
person who has nothing to eat.  
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While studying the situation of youth in context of emergencies after natural disasters, the 

question of the situation of youth in context of emergencies during conflicts has been raised. At the 
very moment I am writing, thousands of people are in desperate situations in countries involved in 
terrible wars. In a call for proposal launched by the European Commission in July 2014 “support 
for the Syrian population affected by the crisis – Phase II” one of the needs expressed was 
education and vocational training. The need was expressed the following way: “To sustainably 
address education (both formal and informal) and training needs of school age children and/or 
young people that are affected by the conflict. To help them best mitigate the current crisis and help 
them reintegrate into the formal schooling system, the labour market, or more broadly into society 
through life skills training, when life returns to 'normal'. Particular attention should be given to 
young Syrians in order to prevent their radicalization and involvement in the fighting”. Once again, 
Life Project 4 Youth could provide an interesting answer to this need even though the situation 
should be studied in depth before. The idea of supporting youth and including them in the peace 
process is in my opinion an interesting option to promote peace through the world.  
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ACRONYMS 
 

ASRHE – Adolescent Social Reproductive Health in Emergency 
AFD – French Agency for Development  
CPWG – Child Protection Working Group 
CRRP – Comprehensive Rehabilitation and Recovery Plan  
CRS – Catholic Relief Services 
CSWD – City Social Welfare and Development Office  
DOLE – Department of Labor and Employment  
DSWD – Department of Social Welfare and Development  
EDM – Enfant du Mékong 
FAO – Food and Agriculture Organization 
FARS – Young Adult Fertility and Sexuality Study 
FPO – Family Planning Organization  
FPUA – France-Philippines United Actions  
HIV – Human Immunodeficiency Virus  
ICRC – International Committee of the Red Cross  
IEDES – Institute of Economic and Social Development Studies 
ILO – International Labour Organization  
IOM – International Organization for Migration  
IRDF – Integrated Rural Development Foundation  
LGU – Local Government Units  
LP4Y – Life Project for Youth  
LPC – Life Project Center  
LPP – Life Project Plan 
NDRRMC – National Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council  
NEDA – National Economic and Development Authority 
NGO – Non Governmental Organizations  
NHA – National Housing Authority 
OCHA – Organization for the Coordination of Humanitarian Actions 
OCD – Office of Civil Defense 
OPARR – Office for the Presidential Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery  
PAGASA – Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical & Astronomical Services Administration  
PDNA – Post Disaster Need Assessment  
PTE – Professional Training for Entrepreneurs  
PhilDHRRA – Philippine Partnership for the Development of Human Resources in Rural Areas 
RAY – Reconstruction Assistance on Yolanda 
TESDA – Technical Education and Skills Development Authority  
TWG – Technical Working Group  
UN – United Nations  
UNFPA – United Population Fund 
UNHCR – United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
UNICEF – United Nations Children’s Fund, formerly United Nations International Children’s Emergency 
Fund 
WFO – World Food Organization  
WHO – World Health Organization  
YFS – Youth Friendly Spaces
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THE SITUATION OF YOUTH AFTER TYPHOON YOLANDA 
OVERALL CONTEXT, NEEDS & OPPORTUNITIES,  

LIFE PROJECT 4 YOUTH AS A POTENTIAL ANSWER 
 
 
Abstract 
 
On November the 8th 2013, one of the worst typhoon recorded in history made landfall in the 
Philippines bringing entire regions down. 8 months after, the rainy season is back and many more 
typhoons are threatening to hit the country, which still has not recovered from Yolanda.  
 
At that same time, Life Project 4 Youth is celebrating its 5th year in south East Asia and has 
witnessed a lot more devastating typhoons or natural disasters. Each time one of them occurred, 
LP4Y used to consider that its lack of experience and knowledge in the area of emergency actions 
did not enable them to address the crisis. However, after Yolanda, based on its 5 years of 
experience and a model of action which has proven to be successful in many different countries and 
in many different situations, LP4Y is willing to study the question in depth.  
 
In the region hit by Yolanda, how was the crisis addressed? Are all the needs covered? More 
specifically, what is the situation of youth after the disaster? Do these youth have specific needs in 
situation of emergency and are they addressed? If not, could LP4Y model of action for the social 
and professional integration of the poorest and most excluded of the youth, answer these needs? 
How can the usual model be adapted in context of emergency?  
 
This study will therefore try to identify the reasons that will justify or not LP4Y’s intervention in 
context of emergency based on the experience that typhoon Yolanda gave to the international and 
national community. If these reasons are sufficient in quantity as well as in quality, this study will 
identify the possibilities for LP4Y intervention.  

 

 
Source: P.Delaporte, July 2014, Shop in Tacloban 

Keywords : Yolanda, Crisis, Relief Operations, Youth, Needs, Exclusion 


